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Kurth question settled
)31 Regents vote 7-3 not to renew contract
MURRAY KY 42071

'SINCE 1879'

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
After months of tension and
uncertainty, a decision has been
made and the search is on for yet
another Murray State University
president.
After a two-hour executive session Saturday, the board of
regents made the decision not to
extend President Ronald J.,
Kurth's contract, which will
expire in July 1994.
Kurth was called into the
executive session for approximately three minutes and then
came out and consulted with his
lawyer, Mark Whitlow of
Paducah.
A motion made by newly-

August 30, 1993

installed regent Philip Lanier to
extend President Ronald J.
Kurth's contract for four years
with an option to review it after
two years was voted down 7-3.
Supporting the motion were
Lanier, Bob Matthews and Arlivia Gamble. Those voting against
the contract extension were
James Butts, Sid Easley, Beverly
Ford, Frank Julian, Wells Lovett,
Virginia Strohecker and Brian
Van Horn.
The regents voted unanimously
to begin a search for a new president who will serve upon the
expiration of Kurth's contract.

However, when asked if a vote
had been taken during executive
session, Butts said that an
assumption was made that the
vote to extend Kurth's contract
would not be there

A search committee was
appointed consisting of Easley.
Lovett, Ford, VanHorn and

"We were very careful during
executive session, especially with
five attorneys sitting on the

Rest of MSU regents
meeting uneventful
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

VOLUME 1 1 4 NO 204

is in line with the African American recruitment.
"This represents the largest
minority on campus," she said.
"When you look at the numbers
of minorities on campus, 94 percent of the African-Americans
stay on campus."
Gamble said she had spoken
with several students who had
mentioned they were favorable to
a name change.
After the discussion by
Gamble, Matthews removed his
objection and the name change
was approved.
Although the subject of replacing the turf at Roy Stewart Stadium was discussed, it was on the
agenda only as an informational
item so the board would be aware
of the problem.
"I've been very concerned
about the turf because it has now
reached the end of its promised

50 CENTS

board pledged its cooperation as
the university's problems are
addressed.

Julian
Easley said the committee will
meet to discuss search methods
Kurth refused to comment on
the board's decision
Butts, board chairman, also
refused to discuss the decision
saying. "I'm not going to discuss
anything that happened in executive Session."

"We believe that Dr. Kurth
will continue to professionally
lead this university and that his
last year will he productive and
we will have an orderly transition
of leadership. We must all work
together to deal with budget
shortfalls and student recruitment
and work to make this a more
student-cerwred university."

DR. RONALD KURTH
board." Butts said
In an unsigned press release,
distributed after the meeting, the

A retired rear admiral from the
U.S. Navy, Kurth came to Murray State. in 1990 from the U.S.
Naval War College in Newport,
R.I.
Kunh is the third president in

little more than 12 years who has
had difficulties with the board.
His predecessors, Dr. Constantine
(Deno) Curris and Dr. Kala
Stroup, both left the campus alter
the hoard declined to extend their
contracts.
During Kurth's tenure, the um
versity completed fundraising for
the Regional Special Events Center, completed construction of the
Martha Layne Collins Center for
Industry and Technology,
strengthened Murray State's relationship with western Kentucky
school districts through recruitment efforts and KERA support'
and expanded the western Kentucky interactive television
network.

SINGING THE BLUES
Blues fans filled Kenlake State Park and Kentucky Lake for an afternoon of jazz and blues during the Hot
August Blues and Bar-b-que Festival Sunday. (Right) Rodney Hatfield, lead singer of the Lexington-based
Metropolitan Blues All-Stars, was one of the many entertainers during the concert which benefits Calloway
and Marshall County Niedilnes.
STACEY CROOK1.449of & T,mes protoS

In what might be record time,
the Murray State University
board of regents sped through the
business segment of the agenda
before getting snagged in a twohour executive session.
The board listened to several
recommendations from the committees that met Friday afternoon.
The recommendation of the
academic affairs and student life
committees to change the name
of the Office of Minority Student
Affairs to the African-American
Student Services and Ethnic
Programs met with preliminary
objections from regent Bob
Matthews.
"What bothers me is that we
are going to put a limitation on
minorities and it is too restrictive
to change the name," he said.
Regent Arlivia Gamble countered Matthews' argument by
explaining that the name change • See Page 2
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Evacuations ordered
as hurricane nears
By ESTES THOMPSON
Associated Press Writer
NAGS HEAD, N.C. (AP) —
Up to 100,000 people on North
Carolina's barrier islands were
ordered to evacuate early today
as Hurricane Emily twisted on a
path toward the southeastern
United States.
While beachgoers enjoyed relatively calm seas Sunday, forecasters warned waves would begin
to build all along the East Coast.
Gale force winds also could reach
North Carolina shores by today.
The state of emergency in Dare
County — effective this morning
— covers communities stretching
along the Outer Banks, a loop of
fragile islands off North Carolina's coast. A similar order was
issued in Currituck County, just
north of Dare.
"Nobody's going to be
arrested for not leaving, but
they're probably going to be
asked for their next of kin," said
Dare County spokesman Ray
Sturz,a. "Use common sense —
and then go."

On Ocracoke Island, accessable only by ferry, the sun rose
today in a relatively cloudless
sky and coastal waters were calm.
But people knew that might not
last.
"You get the feeling nothing's
going to happen," said Jean
Fletcher, who was waiting for a
ferry to get to the mainland. "But
a good run is better than a poor
stand anytime."
National Park Service campgrounds at Cape Point and Frisco
on Hatteras Island also were to be
evacuated today, officials said.
The National Hurricane Center
declared a hurricane watch 8arday from Cape Romain,
about 20 miles north of Charleston, S.C. — to Fcnwick Island on
the Delaware-Maryland border.
A watch means hurricane conditions pose a threat. A warning
— meaning hurricane conditions
are expected within 24 hours —
could be issued today.
The storm's maximum sustained winds were near 85 mph
this morning.
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•Murray-Calloway County Disaster
and Emergency Services
be holding
its annual fundraiser beginning Aug. 28.
A DES repremplalhe wm be going door
to door set a signed letter 01 authorization from Chief Kennel Reynolds collecting donations for the state-recognized
volunteer squad.

Family wins suit in rape case
BENTON, Ky. (AP) --- A
woman who was raped when she
was 6 years old has won $1.3
million in a lawsuit against the
rapist, an award she says sends a
message.
"Never give up fighting for
anything you believe in," said
Jennifer Cecil, 20, of Cave City.
Cecil's mother says she wants
to use part of the award to lobby
for state laws requiring background checks for campground
operators.
The family, which has been
pursuing lawsuits since the crime
more than a decade ago at the
campground run by the rapist,
Ronny Blakley, won the huge
award in a Marshall County cour-

sg

Never give up fighting for anything
you believe in. ii
...Jennifer Cecil

troom earn& this month.
wants to become an advocate for
rape victims.
After hearing two days of testiFor the Cecils, the award was
mony, a jury deliberated just 45
minutes before ordering Blakley; the culmination of a 12-year fight
his wife, Shirley; and Blakley's
that involved three lawsuits -father, Keys Blaklcy, to pay $1.3 the final, successful one for
million to Cecil.
fraud.
The Associated Press does not
Betty Cecil said the family's
identify victims of sexual assault lawsuits were born out of a stubwithout their consent. However. born determination to confront
Cecil, a junior at Campbellsville
her daughter's attacker and
College, volunteered her story to
The Courier-Journal and said she •See Page 2

Police arrested a 27-year-old
Murray man after he allegedly
shot an acquaintance in the leg
with a small-caliber pistol
Saturday night.
Craig Perry, 205 Cherry
Street, was arrested at 2:50
a.m. on a warrant charging
him with second-degree
assault and possession of a
handgun by a convicted felon.
Perry allegedly shot James
Byars, 102 Spruce Street, after
an argument.
According to an affidavit
filed by Byars, he went to his
home after the shooting and
called police. He was Mama See Page 2

BRIEFLY...

MEETINGS
•911 Informational Meetings have
been scheduled for residents *no live
outside of city knits. Meetings will be
held according to magisterial districts
from Aug. 30 through -Sip. 2 from 6 to 8
p.m. at the George Weeks Community
Center. Dales are: Aug. 30 — Dist. 4
(Dan Stiller); Aug. 31 — Dist. 3 (Bobby
StubMelleid); Smll. 1 — Dist. 2 (Steve
Lax); Sept. 2 — Dist. 1 (CIO, Hale).

•

r— —
Police arrest local
man after shooting

••••••••••

II Houston Nutt paid an unexpected
visit to returning college students not in
The classroom, but on the roof of the Sigma Chi Fraternity House at a welcome
back party Friday night The first-year
head coach was asking students to come
out and support the Racers at Their first
game Thursday night.
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Colleagues praise new lottery boss

The scenario occurred several
days before a scathing audit of
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the lottery was released in midJuly.
In the wake of the audit, which
cited dozens of problems, all
seven lottery board members and
four top staff members — including President Brian Potter —
departed the louery at the behest
of Gov. Brereton Jones and Auditor Ben Chandler.
Jones tapped the 38-year-old
Gibbs to lead the lottery as acting
president.
Gibbs, a Colorado native formerly with the Hoosier Lottery,
said Jones made it evident he
wanted "to get (the lottery)
cleaned up and get the public
image back."

-LEXIB

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
When a fellow Kentucky Lottery
Corp. official started to put
thinks lottery managers were
having on a lottery credit card.
Marty Gibbs saw a problem.
"You can't charge drinks to
the company," said Gibbs, who
paid the tab out of her pocket.

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans which
prat icle flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax -deferred
interest features To
find the plan that
meets your needs
contact:

11

David L Hudspeth
WOW Bldg.
3rd & Massie
Murray, KY 12071
Phone 753-1320

ot Woodmen

New board Chairman Pat
Cvengros said he has been
impressed by Gibbs' performance
and that she and the board are
"off on the right foot."
New board member Sharon
Williams said Gibbs has been
"great to work with" and receptive to ideas. Gibbs "understands
the changes that needed to be
made. Her performance has been
superior."
Credit cards and car allowances are history. Expense rules
have been tightened. Many operations and contracting practices
have been changed or soon will
be. Collections from lottery
retailers are being speeded up.

tiome Mice: 0414444 %/4144•14

FROM PAGE 1
life," said President Ronald J.
Kurth.
The request for replacement
turf has been made to the Council
on Higher Education before, but
how it should be funded is in
question.
"There is a very good argument why this should be state
funded, but it has been referred to
as agency funded (coming from
the university)," Kurth said.
"There is a question whether the
players could be subjected to
injury because of the condition of
the turf."
Ed West, director of MSU's
physical plant, said the replace-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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OUR IDEA OF SPEEDY SERVICE
WAS BORROWED FROM THE
PONY EXPRESS.
(You See... We Move as if the Indians
— • Were Still After Us!)

Charlie Adams - Pharmacist
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ment project could cost anywhere
from S450,000-S750,000. Earlier
estimates were about $500,000.
The turf is supposed to be
replaced every seven years, but
the turf at the stadium has been
there for 10 years and is beginning to tear, West said.
In other business, the board:
*Approved the Master Plan,
which is a long-range planning
aocument.
*Approved Annazette Fields as
interim director of the Office of
Equal Opportunity.
*Approved the sexual assault
policy for the university as outlined in the Higher Education
Reauthoriz.ation Act of 1992.
.Approved an additional
expenditure of $2,000 to the
Coopers & Lybrand audit contract for preparation of a business
tax return, in addition to $3,500
for an audit to be conducted on
the KIES program.
*Approved a resolution refunding Series F revenue bonds on the
request of the state.

Miss your paper?
Pick 3
6-5-4
The Pick
12-25-39-42-4345-51-53
Lotto
1-7-12-14-2547

Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at WhItnell

Annual staff bonuses of up to 20
percent are under review and
probably will disappear.
Gibbs, an accountant, joined
Indiana's lottery in 1989, nsing
to acting director last December.
She may have been in line to be
the Indiana lottery's staff chief
when she decided in early June to
jump to Kentucky as senior vice
president of finance and
administration.
Gibbs said she was enticed by
the Kentucky Lottery's business
structure and its track record for
high ticket sales and innovative
games. Her salary — now
S99,000 a year and $5,000 more
than in Indiana — was also a
factor.

NI Regents meeting...

of the World

Life Insurance Society

•Family wins...

753-4175

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger cc
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation dcpartmcnt between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

FROM PAGE 1
"prove the system works." She
estimated that her family spent
$15,000 in building their case.
While acknowledging that the
award could still be tied up in
appeals for years, Betty Cecil
said she wanted some of the
money used to lobby the State to
enact stricter regulations on operators of campgrounds and resorts.
All a prospective operator must
have now is a license from the
Health Department for a water
supply and sewage system. The
family says they shudder to think
that Ronny Blakley is still operating the Lakewood Resort campground in Marshall County.
The events began in 1980,
when the Cecil family stayed at
the campground owned by Ronny
Blakley, who lured 6-year-old
Jennifer into a trailer and raped
her.
He was convicted of rape in
1981, and served 31 months of a
20-year sentence before being
paroled in 1985.
Shortly after the conviction,
the Cecils filed a civil suit seeking damages for Jennifer Cecil's
suffering. In 1991, a jury
awarded them S300,000.
But it was a hollow victory:
Ronny Blakley had sold the
campground to his father 11 days
after the Cecils filed suit. He was
found to have no assets, and the
Cecils got nothing. A second suit,
against the Blakleys' insurance
company, was dismissed on technical issues.
So the Cecils went to court
again, claiming that the Blakleys
were still making a living from
the campground. even though it
was not in their name, and that
they had sold it merely to evade
creditors. Keys Blakley became
liable because he was a knowing
.participant in the scheme, said
the Cecils' lawyer, James Bryant
of Louisville.
In this trial, unlike the first, the
word ''rapc" was never men-

tioned; Circuit Judge David
Buckingham had ruled it inflammatory. Jurors were told only that
Jennifer Cecil had been
"injured" at the campground in
1980.
Keys Blakley paid $10,000 and
assumed a small mortgage for his
son's 100-lot campground, which
had a market value of $150,000.
court records showed.
After Ronny Blakley was paroled in 1985, he again started
writing checks on the campground account and cashed thousands of dollars in checks that his
father issued to him, records
showed. The Blakleys probably
took $500,000 from the resort
after it was transferred to Keys
Blakley, the Cecils alleged in
motions.
Jurors awarded Jennifer Cecil
$500,000 in actual damages from
the three Blakleys and ordered
Ronny Blakley to pay $500,000
in punitive damages, his wife to
pay $300,000 and Keys Blakley
to pay $1,000,
Blakley's lawyer, Robert Miller of Murray, said he will appeal.
He said he thinks jurors found
out about the rape and reacted by
returning an excessive award.
Buckingham will rule this
week on the post-tnal challenges
filed by Blakley's lawyers.
He said haste was needed in
entering his trial order "to avoid
further fraudulent conveyances"
by the defendants.
The verdict voided the deed on
the campground, meaning the
property reverts to Ronny and
Shirley Blakley. Court records
show Cecil's lawyers have moved
to identify and impound the Blakleys' bank accounts and real
estate.
Judi Jennings of the University
of Louisville Women's Center
said the case was something of a
breakthrough. "Often it is difficult for survivors to pursue these
things. It takes a lot of courage,"
she said.

•Police arrest...

Shell

FROM PAGE 1
ported by ambulance to MurrayCalloway County Hospital where
he was treated for the gunshot
wound.

Perry was lodged in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of
S50.000 cash-only bond. He was
scheduled to appear in district
court at 10:30 a.m. Monday.

Read the classifieds

CEILING
HIGH SININGS!
Right now, get ceiling high savings on the best
flat latex ceiling paint from Pittsburgh' Paints. And we have
the advice and the equipment to help you do the job right!
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Savings $4 Per
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Bonior says Democratic opposition to NAFTA is strong

David
inflaminly that
been
ound in

WASHINGTON (AP) — itemdent Clinton returns to the legislative battles today with a warning from a key Democrat that up
to three-fourths of House Democrats oppose the free trade agreement with Mexico and Canada.
"Up to two-thirds to maybe 75
percent of the Democratic caucus
in the House is opposed to this
treaty," said Rep. David Bonior,
D-Mich.
Clinton. returning to work
today after his summer vacation,
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says he wants Congress to pass
the North American Free Trade
Agreement by the end of the
year.
But among the powerful
opposition, headed by organized
labor, are the second and thirdranked Democrats in the House,
Majority Leader Dick Gephardt
of Missouri and Bonior, the
majority whip.
Most Republicans support
NAFTA. which was negotiated
during the Bush administration.

But some conservatives such as
Pat Buchanan join Democrats in
saying it will exacerbate the leiss
of American jobs to Mexico.
Ross Perot is heading a nationwide campaign against the treaty.
Bailor, speaking Sunday on
NBC's "Meet the Press," said
NAFTA was a "lousy treaty"
and that Clinton could not change

was negotiated in a way which
will harm American workers; it
will not help Mexican workers,
because of their low-wage society
and the corruptness of ... their
political, economic and social
structure," he said.
Rep. Robert Matsui. D-Calif..
appearing with Bonior on NBC.
said making American goods

his opposition to it.
"This treaty is premature. It

more accessible in Mexico
through lowered tariffs will cre-

ate, not eliminate, jobs;:,‘;Almost
every stud shows that at will
create a minimum of 200.000
Jobs over the next 24 months if
NAFTA passes."
Sen. Majority Leader- Bob
Dole.. R-Kan., suggested- on
CNN's "Newsmaker Sunday"
that the treaty first be taken up by
the Senate. where opposition is
not as great.

get 16 out of 56 Democrats" in
the Senate, said Dole, who supports NAFTA.
NAFTA would lower tariffs
and remove other trade restrictions amonT the United States.
Mexico and Canada. Clinton
came out for the plan during the
presidential campaign after promising he would obtain side agreements on protecting jobs
and the environment -- such
agreements were reached earlier
this month.

"1 think we have enough votes
if we can furnish 34, 15 Republicans. I certainly think you could

Floodwaters are back in Iowa after 10 inches of rainfall
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DES MOINES. Iowa (AP) —
Volunteers were back to filling
sandbags and keeping a nervous
watch on swollen rivers and
creeks after yet another round of
heavy rain added to recordsetting summer flooding.
"I'm sick and tired of this."
said West Des Moines Fire Chief
Randf Bracken.
As much as 10 inches of rain
forced hundreds to evacuate Sunday as crews rushed to protect
'Dcs Moines' water treatment
plant for the second time this
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Flash flooding was reported
along streams throughout the central part of the state, sending
into homes and
water back
being cleaned
still
businesses
from a deluge last month.
"It just never stops," said
Steve Little, who stopped cleaning and started sandbagging at his
Rocket Diner. "Unless the dike
breaks, we'll probably be all
right. But I'm not taking any
chances."
Rain was in the forecast overnight. and another heavy deluge
could spark more flooding, lore-

casters said.
"We're not quite out of the
woods yet." said National
Weather Service forecaster Dan
Smith.
Officials scaled a levee around
the Des Moines waterworks Sunday to protect it from the rising
Raccoon River. Last month's
flooding knocked the plant out of
operation and left 250,000 residents without safe drinking water
for several days.
The Raccoon River was predicted to crest during the night at
22 feet, 9 feet above flood stage,

Local labor history reminds
workers of where it all began
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but plant manager L.D. McMullen said he was confident the dike
would hold.
The torrential rains Sunday fell
on saturated ground and quickly
swamped storm sewers and
flooded streets and roads.
"It was just a little more water
than a city can prepare for," said
Des Moines Mayor John Dothan.

% 2

About 400 houses in western
Des Moines and 200 in West Des
Moines were evacuated, said
West Des Moines Mayor Dino
Rodish. The American Red Cross
opened three shelters.
Hundreds of volunteers spent
the day filling sandbags.
"This was going to be the first
Sunday we weren't here since the
first of July," said Jack N1endrys.

owner of an antique shop in the
flooded area. "I've been moving
for six weeks. I'm tired."
Weather Service officials said
the latest deluge gave the city its
wettest summer in recorded history. As of early Sunday, summer
rainfall in Des Moines totaled
29.06 inches, breaking an 1881
record of 26.54 inches for June
through August moisture.
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Almost a century of local labor
history hangs on a wall at the
Western Kentucky Area Council,
AFL-CIO.
Four union charters, twc; dating
to 1900, "remind all of us where
we -came from. You can't tell
where you're going if ydu don't
know your own history," said
Glen Dowdy, president of the
council, a Paducah-based association of 44 local unions.
Because of whose names are
on them, the documents are also
a lesson in national labor history,
according to Dowdy. "Samuel
Gompers, Peter J. McGuire and
Walter Reuther," be said, pointing to three large, inked
signatures.

iversity
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In J9J11), Gompers and
McGuire endorsed the charter of
the Paducah Central Labor
Union, forerunner of the Western
Kentucky Area Council. The elaborately engraved document
hangs with the 1900 charter of
Painters- Local 500, the 1923
Shecanictal Workers Local " 205
charter and the Central Labor
Union's 1955 charter of affiliation with the Congress of Industrial Organizations, which Reuther
signed.
Gompers helped start the

7

American Federation of Labor in rams in Owensboro. Louisville
1886. He was elected president and Ashland."
"Many faces, One'Voice every year, except one, until his
The American Worker," is the
death in 1924.
McGuire, AFL vice president theme of the Paducah parade,
and carpenters' union leader, is which will feature floats, high
considered a founding father of school bands and other- attracLabor Day. He and Matthew tions. "When the AFL and CIO
Maguirc,.a machinist from Pater- merged in 1955, the theme was
son, NJ.. planned the nation's all workers together," Dowdy
first Labor Day parade, held in said. "Walter Reuther was a big
New York City in September part of that."
1882.
Reuther was preside of th
"I guess you could call Peter
which he helped form in the
CIO,
McGuire a great-grandfather of
1930s. and was a longtime leader
our Labor Day parade," said of the United Auto Workers.
Dowdy, president of the Western
When the AFL-CIO was created,
,Kentucky Labor Day Committee, he became vice ipresident of the
which annually sponsors a para- new organization.
de; flea market, political speaking
"I don't know if these autoand other festivities on Labor
Day weekend in Paducah. It is graphs make these chatters partione of the states largest Labor cularly valuable, but they mean a
iQt to us," Dowdy said. "Every
Day observances.
"This will be our 18th annual time we have a meeting in here,
Labor Day program," Dowdy people are back there, especially
said. "For a while, we were the visitors, looking at those old
Kentucky AFL-CIO's official charters. I think most people
Labor Day celebration. But now appreciate history. If they don't,
there are also Labor Day pro-1g- they should."

Organizers getting ready for
Everly Brothers homecoming
CENTRAL CITY, Ky.(AP) —
Organizers are hoping for, clear
skies and a large crowd for the
Everly Brothers Homecoming VI
this week.
This year's show features a
lineup of Timmy Wynette, Bo
Diddley, Alan Rhody,. Clinton
Gregory, the Cluster Pluckers and
Rhym Shot. Don and Phil Everly
and John Prine are the only
returning artists this year.
Ticket prices have gone up this
year to $12 in advance and $18
on the day of the show. Last year,

Has Some...

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berrytmig

increased production costs and
rain on the day of the concert cut
the festival's profits.
So far, ticket sales are on the
same track as previous years, said
Judy Staples, director of the
Everly Brothers information
center.
The festival begins Vv'ednesday
with a "Gospel Pest'' in downtown Central City and concludes
with a concert Saturday night by
the Everlys and other headliners
on the grounds of Central City
Elementary Scluxil.

GOOD NEWS
Business at our new location is great!!
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GOOD NEWS UPDATE
Pagliai's has numerous, no hale, no coupon needed
specials. Insiae•dining and carry out specials.

— LUNCH ONLY —

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper
Again.

8" Pizza with 1 Topping

S1
99

8" Pizza with 2 Toppings

5249

8" Pizza with 3 Toppings

5299

Wed. Day & Wed. Night Special
Small Spaghetti -

Large - $2.50
Dinner Salads - '1.09
51.75

Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-2975
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FREE

III $30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16

DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

111111ELIIII

1.
2
3
4.

Ii
1990 Toyota Corolla DX
Automatic, air, only 36,xxx miles.
#

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

9 Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12, Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
Dr. Dennis L. Haskett, D.C.

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results

This entire examination is FREE
It you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork

A RiGWIT TO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR SE
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT AND AM( OTwEA PERSON PE SPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS
0E640 WITI-oN 72 HOURS OF RE SPONOOG TO 1o4E
REIMSURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXSAIIMATION OR TREATMENT WMICH IS PE IXFORMED AS A %SLAT
ADVERTSEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVCE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT'

I CALL for

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
Salespeople Jim Sinter, Bob Harrington, John Purdom, Tripp
Purdom Janice Asbridge

I $30

753-5315
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FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

VALUE
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F

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

FREE.

$7,90000

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

5
6
7
8

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
ma ▪ Em am am um sm ma me

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.

759-1116
mia
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ANALYSIS

Environmentalists
splitting difference
on many hot issues
By RITA BEAMISH
Associated Press Writer
WASHIAGTON (AP) — Tempered by economic and political
realities, the environmentalists who joined the Clinton administration with boasts of making Washington "green" find themselves
instead resolving disputes by splitting the difference with industry.
The result is a shift toward stricter environmental protection
wedded with economic compromises that have confounded the
administration's conservation friends and netted some unsuspecting
business allies.
The approach is evident almost everywhere.
In the Northwest forests, the administration proposed to greatly
reduce logging to protect the threatened spotted owl but stopped
short of prohibiting all logging in sensitive old-growth forests. It
further tempered the blow to industry by offering an economic aid
package.
Florida sugar growers will be forced to restore the environmentally sensitive Everglades but at a lower-cost and on a smaller scale
than environmentalists wanted.
Mostly recently, the White House initiative to protect more wetlands from commercial development also included some flexibility
and appeal avenues for landowners and an exemption for farmers
fearful of losing their croplands.
The approach reflects Clinton's zeal to break deadlock by giving
everyone something.
"We can take a hard line on some of these complicated issues.
(But) that is a guarantee that nothing will happen," said Will
Sidle, associate director in the White House Office on Environmental Policy.
While acknowledging Clinton has done far more for them than
Republican predecessors, environmentalists complain the movement falls far short of what they expected.
"Conservationists are disappointed," says David Simon, natural
resource manager for the National Parks and Conservation
Association.
Still some administration officials privately voice surprise that
criticism hasn't been harsher. They believe the selection of Al
Gore, a champion of the environment in the Senate, as vice president unrealistically raised expectations.
Conservationists' expectations only increased after the administration mined environmental groups for key policy appointments.
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt was president of the League of
Conservation Voters, and assistant secretary George Frampton
headed the Wil4erness Society. The World Wildlife Fund sent its
Glauthier to the White House Office of Management and
Budget, and many other policymakers honed their expertise at similar groups.
But in formulating of environmental policy, the administration
also weighs heavily the effect on industries still groping with a
sluggish economy.
The White House's economic preoccupation often is evident in
its environmental announcements, which tend to include arguments
on how the policy will help the economy.
"It's an effort at consensus-based policy," said Doug Wheeler,
the state resources secretary for California who has dealt with the
Clinton team on the coastal state's wetlands, timber, water and
endangered species issues.
He credited Clinton for bringing long-polarized sides to the
table, reflecting "the reality of dealing with these issues in today's
climate."
"The political momentum is often at the extremes, but the solutions lie in the middle. They are finding that as we have found here
in California," he said.
In more blunt terms: "It's issue by issue — work out a deal,"
said Bob Hattoy, a former Sierra Club leader who is now an assistant deputy secretary at the Interior Department.
The business community, while still wary, has expressed some
surprise at Clinton's give-a-little, take-a-little policies.
When the Interior Department announced the Everglades compromise, sugar magnates stood at the podium with Babbitt.
The "policy of jobs and the environment is paying off for everyone," U.S. Sugar Corp. President Nelson Fairbanks declared.
However, business interests also have taken up the sword. The
same day the administration announced its wetlands policy, the
homcbuilders' trade group filed a lawsuit to block its
implementation.
And when the administration revealed its budget plan to raise
fees for ranching and mining on federal lands, landowners went to
powerful Western senators for support.
Needing the vote to pass the budget, the White House agreed to
let Congress cut out the provision.
But the White House now is making good on its promise not to
abandon its goal, proposing new administrative rules to increase
grazing fees on federal land.
But the fees would still fall far below private rates and — to
soften the blow — would be phased in over three years. Environmentalists still complain the package doesn't do enough to solve
damage from excessive grazing.
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1533 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
502.444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
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3A Russell Senate ,Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
-224-4343 (Washington)
V. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
or 202-224-254tVashingwn)
-44241554

Safety should be biggest concern
Doing the right thing sometimes outweighs all other options.
Such is the case of traffic control
around our public schools.
Murray Schools Superintendent
W.A. Franklin said last week
that, under advice from the system's attorney, a school should
not use its own personnel as
crossing guards because of
liability.
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry and
Chief of Police Larry Elkins both
said last week that liability
should not be the issue. Safety of
the children is the first concern.
Elkins said the police department does its best to protect the
citizens (which include children)
of Murray. However, in an
emergency situation, officers may
not be able to provide traffic
assistance near schools.
Cherry said morality is the
central issue, not liability.
I tend to agree with city
officials.
However, if you want to talk
about liability, let's be specific.
What it all boils down to is
that the liability of our police and
our schools is ultimately the liability of the taxpayers. We are
the people who pay for this city
and its schools.
It doesn't really matter, in the
event of a tragic situation, whose
name the liability is under. The

Sticey Crook
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
taxpayers will be the ones who
pick up the tab.
After discussing this issue with
school and city officials, I have a
plan that would alleviate the
problem of personnel.(The liability issue will always exist so
there is no sense in trying to put
the burden on one institution or
the other.)
I think the schools in both the
city and the county should hire
people to handle traffic. The cost
would not be an undue burden on
the systems because employees
would be classified as part-time.
I suggest the schools hire offduty police officers to serve as
crossing guards.
When I suggested this idea to
Elkins, he said he thought the
officers could stay in uniform and
have radios so that in the client-of
an accident, the officer would
have immediate communication
with the dispatch center.
Many police officers have parttime jobs to supplement their

incomes. I'm sure finding volunteers would not be difficult.
Officers are already trained in
traffic control and emergency
response procedures.
If the schools paid the officers'
salaries, it would be more costeffective for taxpayers. If the
police department had to keep
extra officers on the clock to
handle traffic, those officers
would receive overtime pay.
If those officers are on the
school's clock, the taxpayers
would actually he paying less for
the same protection.
In addition, hiring off-duty
officers would take the strain off
the police department's regular
shifts.
Many times, there are only
four or five policemen patrolling
the city. If one person is tied up
at each school, the rest of the city
is left without patrol.
Moreover, while these units are
involved with traffic at schools,
other major thoroughfares in the

city are just as congested.
Additional traffic around Murray State University increases the
number of cars and pedestrians.
The city says it does not have
the revenue to increase the size
of its police department. Elkins
said he does the hest he can with
the patrolmen he has.
However, I don't want to risk
not having someone to help
children across the street to their
schools because there has been a
serious accident somewhere else
or because there is an alarm or
burglary or anything else.
It seems to me the easiest,
most cost-effectise way to solve
the schools' problem is to hire
crossing guards and put the liability issue to rest.
I don't think parents care who
is liable as long as their children
get to and from school in one
piece.
For me. safety is my biggest
concern, not only for students but
for the rest of the city.
Hiding behind a legal issue
doesn't get our children to school
safely or keep our homes and
businesses from being
burglarized.
We need action, not philosophy. The schools and the city can
reach a middle ground that will
satisfy everyone's needs.
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Jones governing more these days
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Brereum Jones has always been
sort of a homebody.
During his campaigns, he
refused to make public appearances on Sundays, setting that
time aside for his family. And he
hasn't gotten out much as governor, certainly nothing compared
to his two predecessors.
In fact, Jones has seemed to
keep his governing duties kind of
close to the Capitol, or his thoroughbred horse farm in Woodford County. (Some in his administration dispute that, but refuse
to provide the evidence. Several
news organizations are suing
Jones to force him to make his
schedule public, but that's
another story.)
In the last few weeks, though,
Jones seems to have become
more engaged in the job of being
governor. And it appears to be
pan of a larger plan for him to
quit complaining about being
described as a governor who governs little, or at least do something about it.
This sort of midterm selfexamination has become routine
as the rhetoric of the campaign
crashes against the reality of
governing.
First, Jones seems to be getting
out in public more. He is also trying to extend the governor's
office to the Democratic Party
headquarters and use that organization to further his own aims.
And he has revamped his
approach to relations with legislators, which had become — to
put it politely — strained.

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
In other words, the governor
who said he was breaking the
mold and would conduct business
in an entirely different way is
reverting to the practices of governors past in an attempt to
rescue the last two years of his
term.
Jones is finally realizing that
merely talking about doing great
things seldom persuades people
to do them. The political capital
that Jones promised to spend on
behalf of health care reform was
squandered and now he must fill
his account if he wants to do anything before December 1995
when he leaves.
And he says he has an ambitious agenda.
Depending on his audience,
Jones says his number one priority is (pick one):
Education reform.
Health care reform.
Government reform.
Tax reform.
The mixed messages also may
be massaged soon. Jones is hiring
a new team to spin the administration message, including former Lexington television anchor
Mindy Shannon Phelps as press
secretary.

More immediately, though,
Jones is reviving what became
dubbed "Whoopee! We're
Rich!" tours. Basically, those
involved governors flying into
one community another to
announce a grant, loan, promise,
new business or whatever. It
didn't matter that the money was
often from outside of state government or that it had long ago
been decided where to 'spend it.
The visit invariably landed the
governor on the front page of the
local newspaper with a nice picture and glowing tributes from
grateful local officials. It's the
kind of publicity and political
capital money can buy, especially
if you're giving it away. And that
governors couldn't resist.
Not so Jones, who is known in
some parts of the state as No
Show Jones.
But in the last couple of
weeks, he has been in Glasgow,
Scottsville, Franklin, Newport,
Covington, Crestview Hills, Florence, Stearns and Somerset, in
addition to more routine stops in
Lexington and Louisville.
And it has worked. The front
page of the Aug. 24 edition of the
Harlan Daily Enterprise showed a

smilog, shirt-sleeved Jones getting a standing ovation, including
three legislators — two Republicans, no less! Harlan Rep. Rick
Fox, a Democrat, was quoted
about how this spoke well of the
Jones adminigtration.
And what was the grand event?.
Jones announced the award of
four grants to southeastern communities for revitalization projects, including 5206,530 for a
pedestrian link — a glorified
sidewalk — for. Harlan. And it
wasn't even *the state's money.
It's part of a federal program.
He got similar glowing reports
the next day in the Glasgow Daily Times and the Daily News in
Bowling Green for being on hand
when others announced they
would build plants nearby.
Jones also dispatched one of
his political aides, James Arnett,
to take over as executive director
of the Democratic Party. ChairTan Grady Stumbo has already
announced that the party will take
the lead on promoting the health
care reform issue. By happy coincidence, Stumho's primary interest is in that issue, but it still
inures to Jones' benefit.
The job of relating to legislaton has now been given to someone more familiar and comfortable with the care and feeding of
that often rambunctious breed.
Former state Sen. Greg Higdon of
Fancy Farm has been pulled off
some of his duties as deputy secretary of the Natural Resources
Cabinet in a move that has
already cased some legislative
concerns.
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Kellie named UK merit scholar
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Tort Cook, a Murray State University senior trots Louisville (right)
discussed her fall schedule of classes with Dr. Jerry Mayes, chairman of
the Department of Speech, Communication and Theatre. Registration
for the fall semester at Murray State will continue on the third level of
the Curds Center until Aug. 31. Scheduling hours are from 8 a.m. to
3
p.m.
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Bednar named manager
at Briggs & Stratton
Ed Bednar has been named marketing manager for Briggs & Stratton's lawn and garden sales division.
tic initially joined the company in
1981 when -he entered the company's engineering internship program.
Al iLs conclusion in--1983, he
accepted a full-time engineering
position in the firm's casungs drvimon.
Previous positions before this
new assignment were that of Product Manager - Large Engine Division and Marketing Manager - In-
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dustrial Division. Bednar's new
marketing responsibilities win include development of marketing
strategies, product planning, advertising, and divisional sales and
support literature. His responsibilities will also incorporate furthering
the company's efforts in the area of
new ventures.
In 1983 Bednar received a Bachelor of Science- Manufacturing
Engineering from the Milwaukee
School of Engineering.
Originally from Racine, Wisconsin. he now resides in Franklin.

Jones accepts appointment
as chair for savings bonds
Governor Brereton C. Jones today,formally aaepted appointment
as Honorary Slate Chairman for
IS. Savings Bonds.
The appointment Citation signed
by Secretary of the Treasury. Lloyd
Bentsen was presented by Joe Wahlen. Kentucky Manager for the U.S.
Savings Bonds Division, in theGovernor's office.
Governor Jones, joins a national
group of leading citizens volunteering their time and prestige in assisting The Department of the Treasury,, through the U.S.) Savius.
Bonds Division to promote the'salr

and retention of U.S. Savings
Bonds. ,
U.S. Savings Bonds sales this
fiscal year. which ends Sept. 30.
1993,arc anticipated to he in the 15
billion dollar range, nationally.
Sales in Calloway County were
51,327,598 for the year to date.
Sales of Savings Bonds in Kentucky, through the month of May,
are slightly more than 149, million
dollars. Between 50% to 60% of
sales comes through Payroll Savings, the traditional backbone of the
U.S. Savings Bonds program.

education, both public and private,
in the nation.
"I am very pleased to be able to
announce this all-time record number of National Merit Scholars:
Wethington said. "This is a 50
percent increase over the number of
new National Merit Scholars who
enrolled here a year ago, and is 20
more than the previous record set
two years ago."
The scholars come from all parts
of Kentucky and include 21 students from the Louisville area, five
from Lexington. and 12 from states
other than Kentucky.
To qualify as National Merit
Scholars, students must score an the
top98 percentile on the Preliminary
Scholastic Aptitude Test, which
they take in their junior year in high

Shawn A. Kettle of Murray is a
National Merit Scholar at the University of Kentucky.
Kentucky's President Charles T.
Wethington Jr. introduced the record group of 68 National Merit
Scholars and two National Achievement Scholars at a news conference
Aug. 23 on the steps of UK's
landmark Memorial Hall.
Kellie,son of Andrew and Diane
Kellie, 1522 London Drive, Murray,is majoring in civil engineering
at UK. He is a graduate of Murray
High School.
When the annual rankings are
announced, the 68 National Merit
Scholars should place UK among
the top 10 public institutions in new
merit scholars, and among the top
25 of all institutions of higher

school, make good grades in high
school, and get recommendations
from teachers and principals.
The university awards each National Merit Scholar a package
valued at approximately $6,000 the
first year and 55.000 the second.
third and fourth years of undergraduate study.

Treatment center slated for Mayfield

Judge Rick Johnson.
porated.
Chairman of the Board,and Donald
W, Fox. .Executive Director, reported.that the facility will contain
Administrative and outpatient ot.
flees as well as a 28 day residential
treatment program.

Sales.for Westvaco fall during quarter
NEW YORK. NY - Westvaco
Corporation (NYSE/W). a major
manufacturer of paper, packaging,
and chemicals, reported on August
24 its fiscal 1993 third quarter and
nine-month sales and earnings.
Third quarter sales for the period
ended July 31. 1993 were S586
million, 0.3 percent below sales for
the third quarter of 1992. For the
first nine, months of fiscal 1993.
sales totaled $1.73 billion, a 0.3
percent increase compared to the,
same period last year. A 3.9 percent

sales increase in the first quarter is
responsible for all of the sales gain
this year.
. Third quarter earnings of $22.5
million, or 33 scents per share ol
common stock, slightly exceeded
first and second quarter earnings,
but were below 1992 third quarter
earnings of 54 cents per --share.
Egnings for thefirst nine months of
fiscal 1993 totaled $62.9 million, or
94 cents per share. This ciimpares
with $1.56 per share earned during
the first nine months of fiscal 1992

'Daily & Weekly Rentals
-Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461
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We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore
75:1- 111

The 16,000 sq. It. facility will be
Owned and operated by the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental HealthMental Retardation Board. Incor-

The location of the Dr. William
H. Fuller Memorial Substance_Mtuse Treatment Center was announced today by Virgil Gilliam,
Gayle Robbins, and Steve Story.
Trustees of the Dr. William H.
Fuller Memorial Trust Fund.
An 18.6 wee site located on Cuba
Road south of the City of Mayfield
has been selected as the location of
the facility, which is the first project
to be funded by the Trustees.
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Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency

RIM
Orida.
_
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6th & Main
753-0489

For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
Neu, Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-4960

RITE scHooitADA%s
Large Selection, Great Savings

PRICES EFFECTIVE AUG 30 THPU SE PT 5 1 w3

HOROSCOPES
T1 ESUtY. U

2 LITER

sour personalited daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
dale of birth. call 1-900-988-77814. Your phone company will bill you 95
..ents a minute
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE is the key to greater success. Put
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: romance on the hack burner.
You can expect to make record
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
gains in your chosen field. Build on Credit matters demand prompt
your current relationships rather attention. The assistance you countthan spreadmg yourself too thin. A ed on may not he forthcoming. Your
hardworking and -forward-looking strength lies in firming up key
business partner makes a big differ- alliances. Others are eager to join
ence in December. The two of you your team.
comprise a formidable force!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
Romance claims the lion's share of can make a powerful statement with
your time early M 1994. Next June the right clothes and a bright smile.
is the hest nine to travel abroad.
Use your influence to bring about
cELEBRITIEs BORN ON overdue changes. A foray into the
'I'His DATE: siolinist ltzhak Perl- world of fine arts proves highly
man. baseball's Frank Robinson. rewarding.
journalist Daniel Schorr. actor ,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Richard ;ere.'
Your words could be misconstrued
ARIES I March 2 I -April 19): today. Avoid making a commitment
Although certain relationships are if you feel suspicieius about sometopsy -tort y now, an element of one's motives. Be evasive hut polite
good luck is involved. Talking
if others ask personal questions.
-through your confusion brings about
SAGMARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
brilliant milution. perhaps even a 21): To win the game. you need a
pledge of hive.
team. Although everyone wants to
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A quarterback. you be the coach and
financial or relationship issue could show others how to reach the goal
test your patience. Agreeing to line. Repay someone who has
terms now may mean settling for helped you.
less. Wan a levy days. Get hack on
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
track st oh a sports or exercise pro- 19): Clearing away certain miscongram.
-CeRtions will salvage a relationship.
GEMINI (May 2I -June
- Frank; heartfelt words penetrate
Your confident and persuasive-- deep. Do not lose sight of your
words convince people to make goals. Romance can be a source of
their resources .availabk. A confer- inspiration.
ence or trip leads to clever innovaAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
tions. _Get used to handling paper- Your financial wizardry turns_ up
work.
bargains. Higher-ups are impressed'
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): by your knack for pulling ideas out
\.,Lilting something at face value of thin air. A friendship only needs
could prove costly. Double-check all work, not a miracle.
facts and figures. This is no time to
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
take risks in love or financial mat- Your popularity may decline if you
ters.
insist on always being Numero Uno.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A day Let someone else be king or queen
when you must he patient with peo- for the day. Business entertainment
ple - taking them by the hand and is favored tonight. Keep the guest
explaining your thinking. Hard work list select.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are dependable. peace-loving and somewhat
resersed. Books, puzzles and board games will keep these bright youngsters
happily occupied for hours. As adults, these Virgos will show a keen interest
in making money and turning a profit. They view business as a game of •
strategy and know all the right moves. Companions who are adventuresome
and enthusiastic will have a positive effect on these inward-looking Virgos.
Conscientious and meticulous, they make first-class bookkeepers. accountants or pharmacists.
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Youngblood and Allen
wedding to be Sept. 11

O'S DATEBOOK

Miss Michelle Lynn Youngblood and Brian Keith Allen announce
their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Don and Ann Spurlin of Grand
Rivers and of the late Gary Youngblood.
She is the granddaughter of Jewell and GenelleJories and Ellis and
Odell Reynolds, all of Kirksey, and of the late Freeland Youngblood.
The groom-elect is the son of Jim and Hells Allen and of John and
Diane East, all of Albertville, Ala.
He is the grandson of Arthur and Lila Walls of Albertville. Ala..
and of Kathleen Allen and the late Fred Allen of Texas.
Miss Youngblood is a graduate of Calloway County High School.
Mr. Allen is a graduate of Douglas High School. Albenville, Ala.
The couple will be married Saturday, Sept. II, at 2 p.m. at Mt.
Hebron Holiness Church, near Kirksey.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and mends are invited to attend.
The couple will reside at Kirksey.

Jo Burkeen
Today editor

UWSA luncheon Thursday
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of United We Stand America
will have a luncheon meeting on Thursday. Sept. 2. at noon at
Louie's Steak House. Prof. Winfield Rose of the Murray State University Political Science Department will discuss a significant
pending legislation on Congressman Jim Inhofc's resolution to
reform the secretive discharge process, according to Dr. David
Roos. chapter members. The public is urged to attend.

i'":"•••

OUR BRIDAL
REGISTRY
Rebekah Brock Is Marc Duchette
Leigh, Ann Fun & Dal Barrett
Alicia Nunnally & Ted Longust
Amy Waldrop & Brad Maness
Robin Westerman & Chad Lee Young
Lisa Williams & Orlando Valdes
"NEW ARRIVALS"
Kirk Stilt Pewter
Gorham Crystal
Gsft ware

0.5clections
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Dixieland Center • Chestnut
753-8808
-

•

Monday. Aug. 30
Cob Scouting meeting/6:30 pm./East
Calloway Elementary School.
First Plate orientation meeting/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
Auditions for Of Mice & Men
scheduled/7 p.m /Playhouse in the Park
Info/759.1752.
Tuesday. Aug. 31
Murray•Calloway County Soccer
legiuration/7-9 p.m./Park office on Payne
Street.
911 Informational meeting/6-K
pm /George Weaks Center. This is for
District 3 with Bobby Stubblefield.
magistrate.
Calloway County High School events
include Boys soccer at Christian County/4
p.m
Murray *High School events include FHA
Regional Executive Board meeting at
Graves County High School. 4 Man Golf'
Team and Soccer JV and Varsity at Paducah Tilghman
Auditions for Of Mice & Men
scheduled/7 p.m./Playbouse in the Park
Info/759-1752.
Health Express of Murray. Calloway
County Hospital/Counsquare in downtown Murray/9-11 30 a m and 12. 30-3
p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m /Murray -Calloway County llospotal.
Calloway County Public Library will not
have Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and
Story Ilour/10:30 a.m.
BIngo/7 p.m /Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 034/First
Presbyterian Church/6 p m Info/
759-9964_
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church/9 30 a m
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Info/753-0082
Hazel Center/open 10 am -2 pm lot
senior citizens' activities.
Dexter Center/senior activities/930 a.m.
Weaks Center/open X a.m.-4 pm.tfor
senior citizens activities.
First United Methodist Church events
include Disciple Bible Study
Orientation/7 pm.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
pm /American Legion Hall. South Sixth
and Maple Streets. Murray_
Weather
West
Kentucky
Museum/open/810 a m -4 - 15 pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/I0 30 am. and 130 pm..
Food Preservations depending on garden
yields/Ilomeplace. Planetanum Show/I1
am. I. 2 and 3 pm/Visitor Center. Deer
Up Close/I0 a.m.. Snakes and Turtles!!
p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p m., Red
Wolves/3 p.m./Nature Center.

Cathryn Lynn Carmode and
Marcelino H. Lim Jr. to marry

Carmode and Lim vows
will be said on Sept. 4
Cathryn Lynn Carmode and Marcelino H. Lim Jr. announce their
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Carol Carmode of Murray and
Ralph Carmodc of Jacksonville. Ala.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Marcelino Lim Sr. of
Vallejo, Calif.
Miss Carmode is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High School
and will graduate from Brigham Young University in December with
a degree in journalism, after taking a year off to serve a mission for
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. She just completed a
Dow-Jones internship at The Deseret News in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Mr. Lim graduated . with a degree in physical therapy from BYU in
May 1993. after a leave of two years to serve an oversaes,mission. He
will be seeking his Master's Degree in physical therapy.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 4, at the Oakland Temple of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints at California. A
reception -will follow the ceremony there.
On Saturday, Sept. 11, a second reception will be held at the Murray Branch of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. 520
South 16th St.. Murray. All friends and relatives are invited to call
between the hours of 4. to 6 p.m.
The newlyweds will later return to Vallejo. Calif., where they will
reside.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand
Tomorrow. The art of circumvention.
North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+
IP 6
85
42
3

• A 98 5 2
41.K Q
WEST
*QJ 8
V K Q 10 9 7
•6 4
+ 1092

EAST
*K 10 7 2
65
•K 7
+87643

SOUTH
•A 9 4
V AJ3
•Q .1 103
46A J 5
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
Pass
le
1V
3•
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead -king of hearts.
This fascinating hand appears
in 'Spotlight on Card Play" by Robert Darvas and Paul Lukacs. West
leads the king of hearts. East following suit with the five, and the question is how'declarer should proceed
so as to give himself the best chance
of making three notrump.
Let's first assume that South
takes the king with the ace and triea
a diamond finesse. East wins, re-

CARPET
SALE3

Plush From

6.9 9
5.99

Berber From

5.9

Trackless rrom

Grass from

.
•

/

1 .4 9

GREAT BODY.

Comm Plush Extra Heavy

Turn a good cut into a terrific

From

style with the Catio Therm'
perm. Just 43.99 for a limited

Area Rugs On Sale

Auto/Boat From

3.99 sq. yd.

Monday-Tu•sday-W•dnesday 10-8; time,(Reg. $50)
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
"For the salon nearest you.
Saturday 94; Sunday 1-5
call 1-800-542-5565.
No Appoint-nem Necessary. Call 7599071

PM* incluchre shampoo. hamui and islple
Lone hoir rod Yoga wraps addlhohol
owes $ob price oftectivia 11~0
116bpilley. Argwat 14

turn/3a heart, and South goes down
one.
Let's next assume that South
ducks the king of hearts, playing the
three on it.(This play is known as a
Bath Coup.) If West leads another
heart. South easily makes four
notrump. But if West gives proper
weight to his partner's play of the
five of hearts - the lowest heart
available-he does not lead another
heart, realizing that South has the
A-J.
West instead shifts to the queen
ofspades and continues the suiteven
if declarer ducks the queen and jack.
South eventually goes down one,losing a heart, three spades and a diamond.
It may therefore seem that declarer is doomed no matter what he
does on the first trick, but this is not
quite so. Actually, he stands a very
good chance of misdirecting the defense if. at trick one,he drops hisjack
of hearts on West's king!
West would have to be mighty
smart to stop leading hearts after
this extraordinary play, since he
would naturally assume that South
started with the A-.1 alone. This
would be consistent with East holding the 6-5-3 and signaling mildly
with the five.
West would almost surely play
another heart attrick two to force out
the ace. South could now afford to
win with the ace and attempt the
diamond finesse, guaranteeing the
contract whether or not the finesse
succeeded.

.99

Sculptured From

.4

a

Singles (SOS) plans activities

CALENDAR
Monday, Aug. 30
Murray-Calloway County Republicans/6
p.m./Pagliai's Restaurant.
ReIlrees and former employees of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
111 Informational meeting/6-8
p.m./George Weaks Center. This is for
Distnct 4 with Dan Miller. magistrate.
Biego/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 pm Water Valley Commummy COMM!.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Puppets/8
Flu( Coiled Methodist Church events
induce Reach Out Callers V/4 p.m.; Long
Range Planning Committee/5 p.m.; Education Work Aru/6 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Chrysalis Board meeting/7 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
AA and At-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./Amencan Legion Building,- South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

e

1-800-264-4941
Hwy 641, 1 mile South
of Hazel, Ky.(Puryear. Tn)
Mon-Fri 8-5 p.m.• Sat 9-5 p.m.
Visa/Mastercard

NOTICE
After winning the battle with heart surgery (3
By-Passes) and Hand
Surgery(CorpatTunnel), I
become
have
convinced that it is possible
to die of boredom and so
I have re-opened ILICUS
SHOE REPAIR SHOP The
shop will be open every
afternoon from 1 p.m. til 5
p rn.. Monday through
Friday.
So. if you have shoes to
be, repaired, or you just
wont someone to chat
with, come.on in!

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. Aug.
31, at 7 p.m. at meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
Members are asked to note the change in meeting place for this
week. Laura Vanarsdel from Land Between the Lakes Association
will speak on -The Coast is Clear...With Your Help" which will be
an informational meeting concerning the special upcoming event of
the Western Kentucky/Tennessee Waterways Cleanup. On Wednesday. Sept. 1, the SOS will attend country western dance lessons at
Bordcrtown and will meet at 6 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to
carpool/caravan. The cost will be S3 per person. On Friday, Sept. 3.
the group will meet at Chamber of Commerce to carpool/caravan to
Fort Campbell for dinner at Charlie's Steak House and then to Oldies Dance at Hopkinsville Chapter of the SOS. Martha will be hostess. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced
or widowed. For More information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.
•

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Sept. 1, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
- compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and nc diets.

A

Art Guild open during week
Murray Art Guild is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday and from 6 to 9 p.m. on Thursday. Patncia
Clark. president, urges all interested persons to visit the Guild at
103 North Sixth St., Murray, during these hours.

No Story Hours for this week
No Story Hours will be -held at the Calloway County Public
Library on Aug. 31 and Upt. 1, according to Sandy Linn, youth
services director for the library. The events arc being cancelled to
allow planning for fall and winter programs. Story Hours will
resume on Sept. 7 and 8. Interested persons desiring more information on Story Hours may call the library at 753-2288.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday, Sept.' 1, at 4 p.m. in the home economics room of the school. Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

100 North 5Th Street

t,

911 Information meetings planned
le

County Emergency 911 information meetings have been scheduled this week at the George Weaks Community Center from 6 to
8 p.m. Residents living outside the Murray City Limits are asked to
drop by the meeting scheduled for their magisterial district. The
schedule is as follows: District 4 with Dan Miller as magistrate,
Monday, Aug. 30; District 3 with Billy Stubblefield as magistrate,
Tuesday. Aug. 31; District 2 with Steve Lax as magistrate, Wednesday. Sept. 1; District 1 with Clyde Hale as magistrate, Thursday, Sept. 2.

DES Fundraiser started
Murray-Calloway County Disaster and Emergency Services
Rescue Unit (DES) will start its annual fundraiser today, Saturday,
Aug. 28. A DES representative will be going door to door with a
signed letter of authorization from Rescue Chief Kenneth Reynolds,
The DES is the only state recognized Rescue Squad in the city of
Murray and Calloway County and is not in any way affiliated wiht
any other volunteer rescue squad, according to Ronnie Burkeen,
Assistant Chief of Murray-Calloway County DES.

Improvement Volunteers to meet
The Community Improvement Volunteers will meet Wednesday.
Sept. 1, at 4:30 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library. A short business meeting will precede a program on
"Visionary Planning" to be presented by Dr. Lanette Thurman.
Guests are welcome to attend.

Hospice volunteers are needed

a
a

a

a
a
a
a

Si

Murray-Calloway County Hospice will have seminars for Hospice Volunteer Education Training on Fridays. Sept. 10 and 17,
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. This group has been serving the needs of
the terminally ill and their families in this community for 13 years.
New people who have an interest in being trained for this special
type of ministry are needed. For more information call Nancy Rose
at the Hospice Office at 762-1389.

Literacy Program seeks volunteers
The Adult Literacy Program is seeking volunteer tutors to help
adults interested in improving their reading skills. Opportunities
also exist for those interested in teaching English as a second language. For further information contact Donna McCoy, Coordinator,
Calloway County Adult Literacy Program, MSU Learning Center,
Lowry Building, phone 762-2666 or 759-1006.
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Oaks'ladies
plan events
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. I.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
The line-up is posted on the bulletin board at the Oaks. Any one
not listed in the lineup. but desiring to play may come and be
paired at the tee.
Winners of golf team scramble
play on Wednesday, Aug. 25.
have been announced by Crystal
Parks and Ada Roberts, hostesses, as follows:
First place - Shirley Wade,
Erma Tuck, Della Miller and
Henri Montgomery:
Second place - Irene Woods,
Bronda Parker, LaVaem Claxton
and Sue Veazey;
Third place - Kay Weber,
Crystal Parks. Nancy Rogers and
Ada Roberts:
Fourth place - Sue Wells,
Hazel Beale, Joanne Honefanger
and Doris Rose.

Ladies'golf
play scheduled
on Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, Sept. 1. at 9 a.m.
Hostesses will be Betty Jo Purdom and Frances Hulse. Those
not listed in the lineup but desiring to play may come and be
paired at the tee. If a person is
unable to play, please call one of
the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
!nue Off, Betty Lowry, Betty
Stewart and Tonia Fake;
Tee 2 - Evelyn Jones, Diane Villanova. Mary O'Day, and Toni Hopson,
Tee 3 - Cathryn Garrott. Freeda
Steely. Margaret Shuffen and Faisal
Alexander..
Tee 4- Betty Scott, Rainey Apperson, Norma Frank and Nancy
Haverstock;
Tee 5 - Louise Lamb, Billie Cohoon,
Rowena. Cullom and Peggy
Shoemaker,
Tee 6 - Frances Richey, LaVern
Ryan. Martha Sue Ryan and Pattie
Claypool.
Tee 7 - Ann Brown, Sue Outland,
Rebecca liven and Geri Andersen;
Tee 8 - Rebecca West, Marion
Poole. Sue Callehon and Beth Belote;
Tee 9 - Billie 'Wilson, Rebecca
Landolt. Sue Costello and Lois Keller.

Winners of team scramble golf
play on Wednesday, Aug. 25,
have been released by Nancy
Haverstock and LaVern Ryan,
hostesses, as follpws:
First place - Mary Bogird, Betty Scott, Cathryn Garrott and
Rebecca West;
Tied for second place - Ann
Brown, Peggy Shoemakers, Mary
O'Day, Betty Stewart, Marion
Poole,, Betty Lowry and Inui On.

HOSPITAL REPORT
Eight newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday. Aug. 26, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Dixon baby girl. parents, Jennifer
and Michael, At. 5, Box 332, Murray;
Clifford baby boy, parents, Vanessa
and Gregory, 819 South Fourth SL,
Murray;
Manning baby girl, mother, Stacy
Manning. 1110 Belmont, Paris, Tenn.;
Burroughs baby girl, parents, Julie
and Nick. At. 5, Box 319A, Benton;
Turley baby boy, parents, Deanne
and Stephen. At. 7, Box 9, Benton;
Mason baby boy, parents, Christine
and Jeffrey. Rt. 3, Box 39, Benton:
Paschall baby girl, parents, Dawn
and Shane, At. 1, Box 73, Almo;
Armstrong baby girl, parents, Amy
and Tim. 700 Sycamore St. Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Tiffany Dawn Fike and baby
girl, At. 1. Box 143. Almo; J D Robinson, 1501 Diuguid C 13CA, Murray;
Paul E. Jackson, It. 5, Box 248,
Murray; Bobby C. Schroeder, Rt. 8,
Box 1045, Murray: Mrs Jeanne T
West. 411 North 18th St. Murray,
, Lee Alexander, R t 2, Box 189, Murray, Elbert Franklin Hill, At. 3, Box
188, Murray; Mrs. Lagena Jo Richard,
1604 Catalina, Murray;
Mrs Lisa Michaelis Adams, At. 1,
box 142 Kirksey, Roger W Pollock,
PO Box 232, Henry, Tenn , Mrs. Sylvia Lyons 233 Powerline Dr., Cadiz.
Mark A Sampson. HCR 75, New
Concord, Ms Audra Elizabeth Franklin. 735 Riley Ct , Murray. Joe Oldham,
At 1. Box 72, Almo,
Mrs Jimmy° I Bolts, At 1, Box
254 Gilbertsville, Ms Laura S Morrison At 1, Dexter, Mrs Verb" D
Yates 311 North Sixth St. Murray

TEMPTATIONS,
Restaurant & Catering

Day Camp Group of Ages 4-6

MSU Pregame Dinner Thursday

Nr

11

5 p.m.-8 p.m.

Day Camp Group of Ages 7-10
• Chicken Enchiladas

Day camps conducted

• Hot Tamale Pie

.First Baptist Church recently
completed its 12th Annual. Day
Camp held at Murray-Calloway'
County Park and Fellowship hall
of the church.
Children attending the 4-6 year
camp July 5 to 9 were Abby Kelly, Hope Travis. Jessica Jetton,
Amy White, Daniel White, Brent
White, Christopher Roberts.
LeAnna Strickland. Travis Taylor, Addie, Courtney, Carlin
Courtney, Luke Welch. Ales
Wellinghurst, Brett Steiner.
Andrew Taylor. Amy Futroll.
Justin Hodge, Stephen Parker,
Carley Faughn. Nicole Darnall,
Ryan Walls, Jared Tabers, Luke
Stinnett. Joshua Cornett, Ryan
Parker Noland, Matthew Redmond and Scott William Edgar.
Attending the 7-10 year camp
July 12 to 16 were Catherine

• Hamburger & Fries

Settle, Mitch Woods, Marshall
Welch, Abby Jonas, Natalie
Cooper, Megan Haverstock,
Jason Chapman, Jacob Caddas.
Matt Oakley, Michael Swain,
Brian Talky, Michael Garvin,
Jordan Steiner, Lauren Hines,
Angela Earwood, Betsy Inman,
Rachel Oakley, Kon Tabcrs,
Christopher Cornett, Angie
Radar. Stephen Radar: Kathryn
Sulk, Andrew-,Parker, Jonathan
Chapman, Jamie 'Stinett:-Ashliy
Futrell. John Eric Martinez, Shelley Martinez. Elizabeth Jelion,
Ryan Cobb, Frank Etwokwn,
Crystal Thompson, Sarah Thompson, Sondra Thompson, Adrianne
Huffine. April Wood and Darin
Trent.
Joetta Kelly is minister of
Preschool/Children Activities at
the church.
.

We wish Coach Nutt
and the Racers an
outstanding seasy
Come celebrate the
new season -with a
tasty. hot Mexican
meal with us.

• Taco Salad
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New Evening Hours
Friday 6-9 / Saturday 5-9
Lunch: Tues.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Private Parties • Catering • Homemade Breads

- Start Today Booking Christmas Parties 102 S. 6th • Murray

n

753-8116

Williams family meets
Leonard :int] Polly Sloan, Borger, Texas: Harold and Rosemary
Prow, Chesterfield, Mo.; Stacey
Cornelia, Nashville, Tenn.; Gilbert and Hilda Williams Bridges,
Jim and Betty Cunningham and
Mae Bell Collins, Cadiz: Earl and
Mrs. Estelle Williams' Geneva Williams Simmons and
McDougal, Mrs. Jewel Williams Lucretia Moran, llopkinsville:
Jones,' Mrs. Frances Williams,
Jack and Betty Hanberry. F.J.
Harold and Teresa Williams and lianberry, Julian Earl and DorJordan, J.D. and Josephine Wil- othy Grace Radford, and Burwick
liams Robinson, Paul and June and Merle Downs, Trigg County:
Williams Hopkins, Lou Robin- Bill and Rella Mae Ricks, Benson, Lisa Grace Hanberry, Frank ton; Fred and Reta Hancock,
and Clara Page, Otis and Sue Crista and Heather Hancock,
Elkins, Charles and Dorinda Union City, Tenn.; Cindy RobinCraig, Kela Craig, Mitch Craig son and Lori, hid and Lee Ellen
and Gillis Bridges, all of Murray: Hickmon,. Auburn.

The descendants of the late
Dudley and Arbella Milam Williams gathered in Murray for
their annual reunion recently.
Attending the event were the
following:

"LET'S SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT."

WOMEN CAN DO IT!
You can become more confident
and powerful by studying the

Martial Arts.
With greater strength, knowledge
of martial arts techniques and
improved flexibility, you will
develop extraordinary self defense
skills.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

More importantly you will gain
wisdom and the respect of others.

'Where your ideas turn to gold.
Diadeland Center

759-1141

If you are interested in dramatic
self improvement, if you would like
to meet new and interesting
people, if you can visualize
yourself becoming a Black Belt in
the Martial arts, then now is the
time to begin the journey. Special
claftes are forming this week.

BACKaTO-SCHOOL
SPECIAL

10

$2495
MINI
COURSE

All °ff
%
Grooms
at

Murray

100% money back guarantee if
you do not feel this mini program
ISA $100.00 value.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER:
V 1 Free Uniform

IF
- Animal
Hospital

New Location!

V 2 Weeks of Training
V 3 Private Lessons

Expiration
Ms Barbara Richardson, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray.

THE

Milo%JIM

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

DAILY SHIPPING 'Tr
4,re,
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
MS 9:00-5:00

MURRAY
TA! KWON DO
Call Today irr
(502) 753-6111

1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray
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Party Crasher
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Nutt shouts message from rooftops
to get MSU student support for EIU

STEVE PARKER4Adiso I Tmmn photo

Murray State fullback David Cox, shown here in action two years ago against Southern Illinois, will miss
Thursday's opener against Eastern Illinois after being arrested for driving under the influence.

day night where Murray State's
By STEVE PARKER
first-year coach was carrying a
Sports Editor
bullhorn and a message.
At 12:30 a.m. Saturday morn"I need you all at that game
ing, the music, the chatter and the
night," Nuu said to the
Thursday
partying came to a remarkable
"We moved that
crowd.
attentive
stop at the Sigma Chi house on
for you. We want you to
game
campus.
Slate
the Murray
out, have fun and get loud."
A 35-year-old man with a bull- come
Weeks
after taking the job that
to
horn standing on a roof tends
Mahoney
left behind last
Mike
get that reaction at a college
Nuu vowed to get out
November.
fraternity party.
meet the student population
But this wasn't a campus sec- and
for their support.
-plead
and
urity guard or a local law enfor"The week of the first ballcement agent. It was the only
coaching foot35-year-old in town that could game, if I'm not
to be in the
going
ball,
I'm
hundred
a
few
get applause from
houses and
fraternity
the
dorms,
college students while interruptproclaimed
Nuu
cafeteria,"
the
ing their weekend recreation.
"I want
occasions.
several
on
"That's Houston Nutt!" one
game.
first
that
students
at
4,000
Murray State student said above
We've got to get the students
the buzzing crowd looking up in
back."
utter disbelief. "That's our footIf the excitement created at
ball coach."
night's 10-minute visit to
Friday
The student was one of approximately 300 looking up to the
roof of the Sigma Chi house Fri- • See Page 9

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Cox suspended for EIU game Braves winning, rested
By DAVID RAMEY
Ste Writer
Murray State fullback David
Cox has been suspended for
Thursday's opener with Eastern
Illinois after being arrested
Saturday for driving under the
influence (DUI).
First-year Racer coach Houston Nutt said Cox would be
reinstated after the game.
"I know that this hurts us,"
Nutt said. "It really hurt him.
He was looking forward to his
first game as a senior and he
was going to be one of our
captains."
The 5-11, 215 pound senior
from Owensboro is considered
one of the Racers top offensive
weapons. He has rushed for 761
yards in the last two seasons,
and earned second team allOVC honors as a sophomore.
He was arrested four ,miles
south of Murray Saturday night

at 11:45 p.m. by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
According to a police report, he
had a blood alcohol contest of
.11 percent — .01 over the legal
limit. It was his second arrest
for driving under the influence,
according to the police report.
"He's come back in great
shape, and has had a great
camp," Nutt said. "He's been a
leader, and I don't think anyone
is hurt anymore than he is by
this."
Cox apologized to his teammates after practice Sunday,,
Just before the Racer BBQ
Kickoff at Stewart Stadium.
Nutt held a lenghty team
meeting Sunday night.
"You could tell by the atmosphere in the room — somebody will not be getting behind
the wheel after they've been
drinking because of this," Nutt
said. "And I think David will be

a better man because of it."
In addition to losing Cox's
leadership and expenence, the
Racers don't have a proven
backup for the big. fullback.
Jon Ross, a 6-0, 225 pound
junior from Tompkinsville, is
listed at No. 2. He played tight
end as a freshman and played
tackle last season, and is a solid
blocker in the backfield. He did
play fullback in high school.
David McCann, a walk-on
freshman from Elizabethtown,
is listed at No. 3. He's had an
impressive fall camp, and does
have great speed.
The suspension is Nutt's first
major discipline problem as
coach of the Racers — and Nutt
said he had make sure that he
sent the right message to the
rest of the squad.
"We're all upset ab:ut this,"
Nutt said. "But it is the right
thing to do."

going into Giant series
The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Everything seems to be going
Sunday's Games
nght for the Atlanta Braves. They
Pittsburgh 7, San Diego 4, (1)
even get a day off before starting
San Diego 11, Pittsburgh 0, (2)
a big three-game series against
Atlanta 8, Chicago 2
first-place San Francisco.
Montreal 3, Houston 2
Philadelphia 12, Cincinnati 0
David Justice hit a two-run
Colorado 6, New York 1
homer and Ron Gant drove in
Los Angeles 8, St. Louis 3
three runs with a pair of singles
San Francisoz 9, Florida 3
Sunday as the Braves beat the
visiting Chicago Cubs 8-2 to stay
four games behind the Giants. (17-6), Bryan Nickerson (6-5)
and John Burkett (18-6). The
San Francisco, which plays at
Florida tonight, beat the Marlins
Braves swept a three-game series
9-3.
at Candlestick Park last week,
The Giants arrive Tuesday
outsconng the Giants 20-8.
night, trying to hang on in the NL
"It's going to be a big series,
West against the onrushing
but there's still a lot of baseball
Braves, who have won 16 of 19. left when that series ends,"
Greg Maddux (15-9), John
Atlantga manager Bobby Cox
Smoltz (13-9) and Steve Avery
said. "It doesn't stop there."
(15-4) are scheduled to start for
the Braves against Bill Swift • See Page 9

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Key East series finds
familiar site for battle
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer
a

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
New York 14, Cleveland 8
California 6, Milwaukee 1
Kansas City 5, Boston 4 (12)
Baltimore 6, Texas 3
Oakland 7, Detroit 3
Toronlo 6, Seattle 2
Chicago 13, Minnesota 5
r

When it was time for baseball's biggest games and most
memorable moments in the 1940s
and '50s, the place to be often
was Municipal Stadium when the
New York Yankees came to play
the Cleveland Indians.
It was there in 1941 that Ken
Kellner made two great plays at major league attendance record,
third base and stopped Joe was set when 84,587 fans saw a
DiMaggio's 56-game hitting doubleheader against the Yankees
streak. It was there that Early during the Indians' surge to a
Wynn and Whitey Ford dueled record III wins and their last
for years, and where shortstops pennant. And it was there in 1957
Lou Boudreau and Phil Rizzuto that Gil McDougald's line drive
took turns robbing the likes of ended Herb Score's promising
Joe Gordon and Yogi Berra.
It was there in 1954 that a • See Page 9
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Bowling Green had everything on its side Saturday when
they hosted Murray High in an
inter-regional soccer game in
Bowling Green; home field
advantage and the enthusiasm
which accompanies opening a
new season.
They used all of that up in
the first 15 minutes and then it
was all Murray.
"The first 15 minutes it was
all Bowling Green," Murray
head coach James Weatherly
explained. "They came out fired
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Houston Nutt
'Party Crasher'

Former MSU
women's coach
loses last battle
Staff Report
Lodger & Times
Former Murray State
women's basketball coach
Dew Drop Rowlett died Sunday in Jacksonville, Fla. after
a long illness.
She coached women's
basketball and tennis at Murray State from 1968-1977, and
also spent two seasons as
coach at Freed-Hardeman,
where she had attended junior
college.
Rowlett was also instrumental in starting girls, athletics at
Murray High School and spent
many years promoting
women's athletics in state and
national physical education
organizations.
Funeral arrangements will
be announced by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Obituary, Page 11

Down 1-0 in the early going.
Murray got two straight goals
from senior Mau Weatherly,
followed by two goals from
David Gressler, and went on to
win 4-2.
Weatherly's first goal came
on a cross from Ryan Clark
at
which tied the game at
half. Weatherly rebounded a
miss in the second half to give
the Tigers a 2-1 lead.
Later in the half, Murray

went up by three goals on two
scores by Gressler. Each of
Gressler's goats were unassisted, one coming on a 20-yard
blast and the other on a dazzling 70-yard run with the ball
in which he beat three
defenders.
Murray, beating St. Mary
12-0 in their opener last Tuesday, is now 2-0 on the season.
Weatherly credited strong
defense in each win.
"I'm really pleased with the
defense," the coach said.
"We're very young back there
but they weathered the storm."

Murray's defense consists of
Sean Haverstock, Shane
Schroadcr, Jeremy Settle, and
on Saturday, Stephen Crouch,
who filled in for injured Jason
West.
On Tuesday, Murray High
will travel to Paducah Tilghman
to take on the regional favorite
Tornado.
"I guess I'd like it to be later
in the season, especially with
two players hurt," the coach
said, referring to the injuries to
West and Haverstock (ankle).
"Paducah Tilghman will be
ready for us, I can tell you that.
They don't like us very much."

North Carolina ruins Robinson's return 31-9
By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer

A.1 GUTTERS

BI

Murray High weathers Bowling Green storm
up and ready to play. I thought
if we could weather the early
storm we'd be alright and we
did."

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) —
Two players named Johnson
boosted North Carolina's football
fortunes with a 31-9 victory over
Southern Cal in the Pigskin
Classic on Sunday night.
Leon Johnson and Curtis Johnson helped the Tar Heels, ranked

SAV

20th in the preseason poll, spoil
John Robinson's return as coach
of the 18th-ranked Trojans after a
10-year absence.
Leon Johnson earned the ball
10 times for 94 yards and caught
four passes for 35. Curtis Johnson gained 78 yards on 17
carries.
Coach Mack Brown won his

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

RE

* WAREHOUSE TIRE *
400 Industrial Rd.

753-1111

fifth season opener in six years at
North Carolina, while the Tar
Heels have 20 of their last 24
opening games.
Robinson's plan to reinstitute
the Trojans' famed running game
ran into an immediate snag.
Dwight McFadden, the team's
best rusher, broke his left ankle
late in the first quarter. The

sophomore gained 44 yards on
seven carries.
The loss was reminiscant of
Robinson's debut as Southern Cal
coach in 1976. Missouri trounced
the heavily favored Trojans 46-25
resulting in immediate criticism.
He eventually had the last word
as the Trojans went on to win
their 11 remaining games.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"
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Dodger catcher continues
chase for rookie award

BRIEFS
Long Beach repeats Little League title

LOS ANGELES (AP) Needing only three home runs to
become the first NL rookie catcher in history to hit 30, Mike Piazza looks at his numbers and tries
to suppress an embarrassed grin.
"This whole year has been
overwhelming, and I haven't sat
back and thought about it," Piazza said Sunday after his two
homers and sacrifice fly led the
Los Angeles Dodgers to_an 8-3
victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals:
"I just feel great, but no matter
how well you do, you really
don't have much to celebrate if
your team isn't winning."
The only thing that seems to be
garnenng any headlines for the
Dodgers these days are their
rookies.

WILLIAMSPORT, Pa.(AP)- Pinch-hitter Jeremy Hess' basesloaded single with two outs in the sixth inning gave Long Beach.
Calif., a 3-2 victory over Panama in the championship game of the
Little League World Series on Saturday.
Long Beach became the first U.S. team to win consecutive titles.
It was awarded last year's championship after the Philippines was
found to have used ineligible players.

)S

Seles makes first, public appearance
• NEW YORK (AP)- Monica Seles made her first public appearance at a tennis event since her stabbing in April, returning Sunday
to the scene of her 1991 and 1992 U.S. Open triumphs to join in
honoring the memory of Arthur Ashe and his Foundation for the
Defeat of AIDS.

Blades admits to payments as Hurricane
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.(AP)- Former Miami safety Bennie Blades told the Sun-Sentinel of Fort Lauderdale that he was one
of six starters who received money from agent Mel Levine during
the school's 1987 championship season.

•Nutt shouts...
FROM PAGE 8
the Sigma Chi house is any indication, Nuu may get his wish.
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"People all over campus are
talking-about-the-footbatt game,"
one student said. "I think there
will be a lot of suidents there-7
Thursday's home opener
against Eastern Illinois was originally set for Saturday, Sept. 4.
However, MSU officials feared
many students would pack their
suitcases and head home for the
Labor Day weekend. But on a
Thursday night, the Racers will
be the only show in town.
When the Sigma Chis offered a
stage and hundreds of eager ears,
Nutt was ready to fire up the
message he's been preaching the

Last season, Eric Karros
became the franchise's 12th Rookie of the Year since the award
was established in 1947.
Along with Piazza this year,
Pedro Martinez strung together
eight consecutive victories in
relief before giving up a gamewinning homer Friday night to
Gregg Jefferics.
Piazza has 27 homers, 84 RBIs
and a .316 average, far above the
rest of the NL Class of 1993.
"One of the reasons I've been
successful this year is that I
haven't set any specific offensive
numbers for myself." he said.
"If you do that and you're
behind them, you have a tendency to press. And if you're ahead
of them, you have a tendency to
let up."
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FROM PAGE 8
MGM

On Sunday. for the last time.
the Yankees played at the big old
ballpark, now called Cleveland
Stadium. And, in what was a
memorable and big game for the
Yankees, they won 14-8 before a
crowd of 56,825.
New York remained tied for
first place in the AL East with
Toronto, which beat Seattle 6-2.
'I'm as nostalgic as the next
guy, but I took a good look
around and said 'Good riddance.'
We've had some tough games in
this place," manager Buck Showalter said.
The next time the Yankees
come to town, in 1994, they'll
play in the Indians' new park.
The Indians roughed up Jim
Abbott and, with Sandy Alomar
driving in four runs, took a 7-2
lead after three innings. But the
Yankees rallied for six runs in
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the sixth, taking a 10-7 lead with
the help of a controversial call.
New York had runners on first
and second with two outs when
Wade Boggs hit a grounder that
shortstop Felix Fermin fielded in
the hole. Fermin threw to third
baseman Alvaro Espinoza, who
was off the bag and tagged blindly at sliding runner Mau Nokes.
The call was safe, and thc Indians
argued.
"When I was going to the bag,
my cleats got stuck in the
ground," Espinoza said. "I fell
down on top of Nokcs. He never
made it to the bag. I tagged him.
I don't know if I hit the bag or
not, but I know I tagged him."
The Yankees took advantage
on a two-run single by Dion
James, a bases-loaded walk to
Danny Tartabull and a three-run
double by Paul O'Neill.
Rich Monteleone (7-4) was the
winner. Jason Grimsley (I-1)
took the loss.

MurrayState
Football

0.4 'brim actridurc

MAJOR LEAGUES

•Braves...
single and Justice's two-run
homer, his 34th.
At Joe Robbie Stadium, Salomon Torres won his major league
debut with the help of 15 hits by
the Giants, who snapped a
season-high four-game losing
streak.

State Farm ,s there

That's
State Farm Star*
insurance.

1140•111117• G..

FROM PAGE 8
Tom Glavine (16-5) pitched
seven innings for Sunday win,
giving up seven hits and five
walks.
Atlanta broke open a scoreless
game in the fourth inning off
Greg Hibbard (10-11) with four
runs, keyed by Gant's two-run

•Key East...

Good service. Lace a good neighbor

last eight months.
"It came about a while back,"
said .Sigma Chi president Scott
Bridges. "One of our actives
(Tim Sclosser) coaches football
at Mayfield' slid- lrflOWTNutt and he asked him if he
wanted to come by.
"Almost every group on campus is represented here tonight.
We just wanted to see more support for the Racers."
The Sigma Chis have taken the
lead on. football support. _even
winning an award for their support of last year's 2-9 Racer football team.
':I think he's got more support
than the last coach (Mahoney),"
Bridges said. "I can't sec the last
coach doing this." -

Also... the first 2,0(X) fans will receive pom-pons,.compliments ot
Mr.Tommy Sanders of Murray, while the first 1,000 MSU-students
will receive porn-puns, courtesy of Student Affairs and the
University Store.
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Tobacco field workers should use caution when plants are wet
Tobacco field workers may be
at risk of developing a type of
nicotine poisoning which results
from the skin absorbing nicotine
while workers handle wet
tobacco.
"A recent study by the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) indicates
startling number of tobacco

workers arc becoming afflicted
with this illness called Green
Tobacco Sickness." said Larry
Piercy, extension safety specialist
with the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"During a two-month period in
1992, NIOSH researchers identified 47 people who sought
emergency room care for green

Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
Don't Wait Until

our Parking Lot Deteriorates.

Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • liriveiva.ss
We woo onl% commerilal ..alcr that last. A tone+ longer than retail i4ea ler 5% e
guarantee a prof( .44tonal, lean, neat iot, with the latest apploating ciulpment. Call toila% tor tree e.tonate,

Murray Paving Company

tobacco sickness in a five county
Kentucky area alone," Piercy
said.
Those statistics prompted
NIOSH director, J. Donald MilLar. to state. "If the numbers
found in Kentucky are any indication 'of the magnitude of this
problem, then we are dealing
with an illness which is inflicting
a tremendous burden on this
nation, both in terms of human
and economic costs."
Tobacco harvesters whose clothing becomes saturated from wet
tobacco after rains, or perhaps
wet from morning dew, are at
high risk to develop this illness,

Piercy said.
Symptoms of the illness
include nausea, vomiting, dizziness and severe weakness. Piercy
said. Workers have also reported
severe abdominal cramping, headaches, fluctuations in blood
pressure and heart rate and difficulty in breathing.
Costs of the sickness impose a
major burden on Kentucky tobacco farmers. said Gary Palmer,
extension tobacco specialist with
UK. Most tobacco workers are
not covered by worker's compensation and many have no health
insurance.
"Medical costs are not the only

loss to the farmer when someone
gets sick during the busy tobacco
season," Palmer said. —Taking the
sick worker to medical care ties
up another worker and a vehicle.
That slows down harvesting by
the loss of one or more workers."
There are questions about why
so many cases of GTS occurred
in Kentucky in 1992, Palmer
said. Whether they resulted from
an unusually wet growing season
or if it is a regular occurrence is
not yet known.
How can tobacco farmers protect themselves?
Piercy offered the following
suggestions:

*Chemical resistant gloves
such as those used in mixing pesticides can prevent workers'
hands from absorbing nicotine.
*Plastic aprons and rainsuits
may reduce the exposure, hut be
aware such plastic apparel
increases the risk of heat stress.
•If a worker's clothing
becomes saturated with moisture
from the green tobacco leaf, he
should change into dry clothes as
soon as possible.
alf a worker becomes ill while
working in tobacco and requires
medical attention, the physician
should be told of the exposure to
nicotine to help in the diagnosis.
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Not all plants in garden are friendly to humans
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I was recently reminded that
not every plant that grows in the
garden is benign. Anyone who
spends time outside working with
plants will eventually encounter a
little poison ivy.
Sometimes even if you arc
carefully trying to avoid it, you
end up in the middle of a patch
and can't imagine how you got to
be surrounded by vines with the
characteristic three leaflets.
I cautioned a friend just yesterday about walking close to where
some posion ivy was growing. He
didn't recognize it, as this particUlar patch was a more "mature
planting," if you will, that had
larger, slighter green leaves than
he was accustomed to.
I have gotten so good at identifying ',bison ivy that I even rec-

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
ognize it when it is artificial. I
was sitting in a restaurant that
had artificial plants — nice
attractive, vining artificial plants
with three leaflets.
Poison ivy isn't the only plant
in the garden that can seem to be
out to get you. The juice of duckweed, also called smanweed. can
irritate your skin causing a burning sensation and red welts.
Pulling a whole bunch of duetweed when I was wearing short

sleeves taught mc about the dangers of duckweed.
There is an extensive list of
cultivated plants that are decidedly unhealthy to ingest. Even the
delicate, innocent-looking trailing
lobelia is poisonous if eaten.
If you have small children visiting your home, teach them never, ever to put any plants in their
mouth without asking an adult
first. This means you have to
know exactly what is and what
isn't edible in your yard.
There are also some plants that
have such high concentrations of
potentially toxic substances in
their leaves that you shouldn't
handle them without gloves on.

(daturai contain high levels of
belladonna alkaloids, which arc
easily absorbed through the skin,
and can cause reactions ranging
from a rapid heartbeat and dilated
pupils to hallucination and
delirum.
I once cleared a yard that was
overrun with nightshade, Just
breathing in the sickly sweet odor
of the plants made me feel a little
i ili
kes
.o I can easily imagine what
contact with my skin would he

So yes, it's a jungle out there,
even in your own backyard. If
you venture out to enjoy the
wilds of your garden, learn to
identify the hazards and the poisons and prom yourself and
The leaves of both nightshade *those you care about the best you
(belladonna) and Thorn Apple- can.
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Consumers can cool houses more efficiently with helpful tips
Kentucky summers usually
mean two things: high humidity
and increased air conditioner use.
With some helpful hints, consumers can efficiently cool their
house.
When evening temperatures
drop down to the lower 70s,
many home owners open their
windows to cool off the house,

pints

said Bill Murphy, extension agnculural engineer at the University'.
of Kentucky's College of
Agriculture.
"However, it is actually more
energy efficient to leave the windows closed at night, at least
until nighttime temperatures drop
to 65 degrees or below:, Murphy
said.

While outdoor temperatures
may be lower than indoor settings, high 'humidity in the outside air will be absorbed by carpeting, wood and drywall. Thus,
the next day, the air conditioner
must run longer to dry out the
house from excess moisture.
Generally, do not open windows for cooling until it gets

below 65 degrees outside, Murphy said. Humid air at 65 degrees
requires the same amount of
energy to cool as air at 78
degrees with 50 percent relative
humidity.
"If ventilation each — day is
needed for an extremel) tight
house, cooler nighttime hours to
cool are still ideal," Murphy said.
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Reliable
Yes, We're the Reliable Pharmacy.
,

Stain Master - Scotchguard
Stain Release - Xtra Life
Stain Master - Sculptured
Trackless - Berber - Plush

In-Stock, No-Wax

VINYL FLOOR
req. $699
NOW $599
sq

yd

4t:1
At
Charlie's Pharmacy has been your reliable,
hometown pharmacy since 1968.

Kirsch Mini Blinds • Woven Woods
Vertides • Pleated Shades

Charlie Adams and ,his daughter, Angel, are
registered pharmacists who take special care to fill
all prescriptions precisely and promptly.
If you should have any questions about any
medicine, remember...

f

C04*.0.44.$

j,1_911111111,-4_

Igri*

MUST MOVE!!
Carpet Remnants - Large Selection 50% off
Vinyl Remnants - Large Selection 50% off

gelient,10“ He.444c.

HOURS: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Safe-r
Charlie's
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175
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DEATHS
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Mrs. Dew Drop Rowlett

Robert Samuel (Bob) Elkins
Robert Samuel (Bob) Elkins. 97. of Kirkwood Drive, Murray.
died Saturday at 3:21 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was an Army veteran of World War II.
He was married March- 20, 1920, to the former Myrtle Bryan
who died Oct. 30, 1989.
Born Feb. IS. 1896, in Calloway County, he was the son d
the late P.A. Elkins and Onie Steele Elkins.
Survivors include one daughter. Beuy Elkins, Murray; three
sons, Rainey Elkins and wife, Jean, Paducah, Bryan Elkins.
Murray, and W.A. Elkins and wife, Laverne, Kirksey; seven
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
Services will be private with entombment at Murray Memorial
Gardens Mausoleum.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Visitation was there Sunday from 5 to 9 p.m.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to a favorite charity.

Mrs. Dew Drop Rowleu of Oak Dale Avenue. Murray, died
Sunday morning at the home of her daughter, Kathy RowleU
M.D., Jacksonville, Fla. Her death followed an extended illness.
Her husband, Tom Rowlett, preceded her in death. Born in
Mississippi. she was the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
B.A. Brumley. She was a member of Glendale Road Church of
Chnst.
She spent many years in state and national physical education
organizations and other organizations promoting sport opportunities for girls and women. She started girls' tennis, track and
field and golf at Murray High School where she coached for
several years. She coached tennis and basketball at Murray
State University from 1968 to 1977.
Survivors include her daughter. Kathy Rowlett M.D., Jacksonville; two brothers. Bill Brumley. Columbus, Miss., and Brad
Brumley, Citronelle, Ala.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of (nneral and burial arrangements.

William Reid Hale
William Reid Hale. 66, of North 19th Street, Murray. died
Sunday at 9 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member of First
United Methodist Church, Murray, where he was president of
Agape Sunday School and a member of the Administrative
Board.
He had retired as a barber after 32 years of service. He then
operated Murray Plai.a Court for 15 years.
Born Jan. 28, 1927, at Franklin, he was the son of the late
Oscar Hale and Gladys Netherton Hale. Also preceding him
death was one granddaughter, Emily Blackford.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Morgan Halc, to
whom he was married Jan. 19, 1947; two daughters, Mrs. Kaye
Doran and husband, Joe. Memphis. Tenn., and Mrs. Susan
Blackford and husband, Wayne, Murray; one sister, Rebecca
Hale, Owensboro; one brother, James Hale, Murray; four
gmdchildren, Amy Sinclair and husband, Terry. Cincinnati,
Ohio, Jon Doran, Memphis, and Elizabeth Blackford and Will
Blackford, Murray; one great-grandson, Ryan Sinclair.
Funeral rites will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry Jeffords will officiate. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m.
tonight (Monday). The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of donations to First United Methodist
Church.

John Wayne Wilson
John Wayne Wilson, 17, Fancy Farm, died Sunday at 2:30
a.m, from injuries sustained in a traffic accident.
Survivors include his parents, George W. and Dana Scott
Wilson, and one brother, Derek Wilson, Fancy Farm; his grandparents, R.C. and Betty Scott, Murray, and Thomas (Jack).'and Elizabeth Wilson, Fancy Farm; great-grandparents, James and
Pauline Myatt, Mayfield: several uncles and aunts including
David and Dotty Scott and Don and Jennifer Scott. all of
Murray.
Mr. Wilson was a member of St. Jerome Catholic Church.
Fancy Farm, where the funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. The
Rev. Terry Devine will officiate.
Burial will follow in the church cemetery with arrangements
by Lowe Funeral Home of Fancy Farm where friends may call
after- 5 p.m. today (Monday). Prayers will be said at 7 p.m.
tonight.

11
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Mrs. Polly Jones
Mrs. Polly Jones. 7.3, Rt. I. Sedalia. died Saturday at 4:42
p.m. at Paris Manor Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn.
She had retired after being a hairdresser for 40 years. She
was -an instructor at Fell Beauty School, Murray, for many
years. She attended Lynnville Church of Christ.
Her husband. Ralph L. Jones. died Nov. 20, 1977. She also
was preceded in death by one son, Michael Jones, one sister,
Mrs. Anna Alton Higgins, and one brother, Eugene Alton Sr.
Born Jan. 24. 1920, in Henry County. Tenn.. 'she was the
daughter of the late David lee Alton and Era Hart Alton.
Services were today at 11:30 a.m, in the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home. Carl Hardie and Dr. Ben Boone officiated. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
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Before the Need Arises...

Grant A. Sloan
Grant A. Sloan. 21. of Foster Street. Mayfield. died Sunday
al 10:45 a.m. at his home HiS death followed a length battle
with cancer.
An honor graduate of' May held High School, he attert1Yed •
Murray State University and later the University of Louisville
for 31
2 years. He was a member of Okolona Church of Christ.
/
Louisville. hut attended Lebanon Church of Christ at present.
He was a member of Golden Key National Honor Society and
was a Kentucky Colonel He was horn Dec. 10, 1971, at
Paducah.
Survivors include his parents. Jim and Debbie Cooper Sloan,
and one brother, Greg Sloan, 'Alay held: grandparents, Mrs Troia
Sloan. Benton. and Rex and Jean Cooper, Rt. 2, Murray; his
great-grandmother, Mrs. Mary Boggess. Murray.
The funeral will he Tuesday at 1'10 p.m in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home. Nlayfield. Chris -Smith and Roger Thompson will officiate.
Pallbearers will he Danny Bruce. Ron Gentry. Dale Jones,
Steve Martin. Jimmy Routen and Dwayne Stroup. Burial will
follow in Highland Park Cemetery. MayfieldFriend.
(Monday).s) may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Monday).

Wooled. Alri• York, nolasio WUoo., J•smoo Col•soo, Jock Noroworthy, Kwith
itod Kelly's York.

Ask Us About
Forethought Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
11,11.• I
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CaptiVision...
Closed caption television teaches kids to
read. It allows you to watch Jay Leno
without waking your spouse and it insures
that you won't miss a single word from
Oprah even while a vacuum cleaner roars
through your living room!
Research has shown that children who
regularly watch CaptiVision, read significantly better than those who do not. Stop by
our showroom and find out more about it.
• Picture in Picture
• Dual Tuners
• Sub Base Speaker System
• FREE Stand Included
• Universal Remote

Toshiba top-of-the-line
35" FST Super Tube

"Come in and see the new line of Toshiba TVs with Capti Vision
just in time for the new fall lineup!"
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AUDIO/VIDEO
"Your Only Source for Complete Home Entertainment
When Only The Best Will Do"
Satellite TV will offer
customers these games
in 1993:

Home Theater
Consumer Electronics
Satellite Programming

Baseball: 1,400 Motor League
500 College
Basketball: 1,000 NBA
2,000 College
Football. 250 All/NFL
1,000 College
Hockey: 800 Pro Matches!

• TV/VCR •
b. Pioneer. Ilitscht Toshiba k Panasonic

• AUDIO •

Guaranteed
Lowest Prices!

by Pioneer, Hitachi. Kellwood & Harmon /Kardon

• SPEAKERS •

Pizzas
2 Medium
(1 topping each)
2 Small Spaghetti's
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks

by DOA, Infinity. Advent, 18L, PRO, Pioneer & MIX an wall

WE ALSO CARRY:

• SATELLITE RECEIVERS • • Remote Control Lighting
by ILTS. linden, Toshiba. DX Panasonic k Drake
• SATELLITE DISHES •
by Wineguard, Odenu, Ununesh, KT1, Parschfsse & RCA

• Bearcat Scanners

Phones
Camcorders

• Tropez Cordless
• Hitachi

Visit Our Showroom at
808 Coldwater Rd.

Murray, KY
759-1835
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ORDINANCE NO. 934009
AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR 1993 UPON ALL
PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MURRAY AS SHOWN BY THE
CALLOWAY COUNTY ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1993.
SAID COUNTY ASSESSMENT BEING ADOPTED BY THE CITY
OF MURRAY PURSUANT TO KRS 132.285: SAID SPECIAL TAX
LEVY BEINC AUTHORIZED BY KRS 78.530(3)C AND PAID INTO
THE GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY TO UNDERWRITE THE UNFUNDED LIABILITY COST OF TRANSFERRING
POLICE AND FIRE PERSONNEL TO CERS HAZARDOUS DUTY
RETIREMENT.
WHEREAS,the Murray City Council adopted Ordinance No.88-984
on July 28, 1988 authorizing, pursuant to KRS 78.510
through 78.852, that police and fire personnel be
transferred to CERS Hazardous Duty Retirement;and
WHEREAS, pursuant to KRS 78.530 (3) C, the City of Murray is
authorized to levy a special ad valorem tax to underwrite the unfunded liability of this transfer:
NOW,THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:
•

Section I. An ad valorem tax rate of $0.0373 is hereby levied on
each $100 valuation ofall property,including franchises,in the City
of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation to underwrite the CERS
Unfunded Liability oftransferring police and fire personnel to CERS
Hazardous Duty Retirement.
Section II. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and
after its adoption And publication as required by law.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 19 day of
August, 1993.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 26 day of
August, 1993.
Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor

ORDINANCE NO. 93-1008
AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR 1993 UPON ALL
PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MURRAY AS SHOWN BY THE
CALLOWAY COUNTY ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1993,
SAID COUNTY ASSESSMENT BEING ADOPTED BY THE CITY
OF MURRAY PURSUANT TO KRS 132.284: PROVIDING THAT
THE MONEY RECE WED FROM THESE TAXES SHALL BE PAID
INTO THE GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE
USED FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES EXCEPT FOR THE $0.0200 LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE FUNDING OF
ACTIVE PENSIONERS, CITY OF MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND: SETTING A DATE ON WHICH AD
VALOREM TAXES WILL BECOME DELINQUENT: PROVIDING
FOR PENALTY AND INTEREST FOR DELINQUENT PAYMENT
AND PROVIDING FOR PUBLICATION CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENT OF A DELINQUENT TAX LISTING.
WHEREAS,PURSUANT TO HOUSE BILL 44, A PUBLIC HEARING WAS HELD BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
ON AUGUST 19, 1993 WITH RESPECT TO THE
ADOPTION OF AN AD VALOREM TAX RATE AND
PRIOR THERETO WAS ADVERTISED ACCORDING
TO LAW:
NOW,THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:
SECTION I. An ad valorem tax rate of$0.3139c is hereby levied on
each $100 valuation of all property,including franchises, in the City
of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation for operation of the City of
Murray General Fund.
SECTION II. An ad valorem tax rate of$0.0200c is hereby levied
on each $100 valuation of all property, nie.luding franchises, in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taitation, for funding of active
pensioners, City of Murray Police and Firemen's Pension Fund.
SECTI9N III. An ad valorem tax rate of$0.2500e is hereby levied
on the taxable value of all bank shares in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, subject to taxation pursuant to KRS 136.270.
shall be imposed
on all unpaid property tax bills as of January 1, 1994 with unpaid
property tax bills continuing to bear this interest rate until date of
payment.
SECTION V. A 10% penalty shall be imposed 'on all unpaid
property tax bills asof November 1, 1993, which shall be in addition to
the actual amount of ad valorem tax.'
SECTION IV. An interest rate of6% per annum

Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

ORDINANCE NO. 83-1010
AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY FOR THE YEAR 1994 UPON ALL
MOTOR VEHICLES AND WATERCRAFT IN THE CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY: PROVIDING THAT THE MONEY RECEIVED FROM THESE TAXES SHALL BE PAID INTO THE
GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE USED FOR
THE OPERATION OF THE GENERAL FUND EXCEPT FOR THE
$0.0200 LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE FUNDING OF ACTIVE
PENSIONERS, MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION
FUND AND EXCEPT FOR THE $0.0373LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE
CERS UNFUNDED LIABILITY.

SECTION VI. The City Clerk:Tax Collector shall publish according to law,on or about April 1, 1994,a list ofdelinquent property tax
statements and in addition to penalties and interest hereto imposed,
a $3.00 publication charge, per publication, shall be added to each
published property tax bill.
SECTION VII. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from
and after its adoption and publication as required by law.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 19 day of
August, 1993.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 26 day of
August, 1993.
Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor

WHEREAS, KRS 132.487 requires that all taxing districts that
propose to levy a tax on motor vehicles and watercraft
set their tax rates for each year by October 1 preceding
the year to be taxed:
NOW,THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:
SECTION 1. Effective January 1, 1994,a tax rate of$0.3227 shall
be levied on each $100 of'motor vehicle and watercraft assessment in
the City of Murray, Kentucky, for operation of the City of Murray
General Fund.
SECTION II. Effective January I, 1994,a tax rate of$0.0200 shall
be levied on each $100 of motor vehicle and watercraft assessment in
the City of'Murray,Kentucky,for funding ofacti ve pensioners,City of
Murray Police and Firemen's Pension Fund.
SECTION III. Effective January 1, 1994, a tax rate of $0.0373
shall be levied on each $100 of motor vehicle and watercraft
assessment in the City of Murray, Kentucky, for underwriting the
debt of the CERS Unfunded Liability.

•

SECTION W. Upon adoption of this ordinance, the City Clerk is
hereby authorized to certify to the Department ofProperty Taxation,
Revenue Cabinet, Frankfort, Kentucky,the total tax rata of$0.3800
to be levied on January 1, 1994, Motor Vehicle and Watercraft
Valuations.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 19 day of
August, 1993.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 26 day of
August, 1993.
Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

•- •

Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
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NOTICE OF NONDISCREENATION
Students, their parents', and employees of
the Calloway County School System are
hereby notified that this school district does
not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, age,religion, marital status,
sex or disability, in employment, educational activities, or educational programs,
including - but not limited to - health,
physical education, industrial and vocational technology arts, business, home
economics, agriculture, driver's training,
music and adult educational courses, as set
forth in TITLE IX , TITLE VI and section
504.
Any person having inquiries concerning
the Calloway County School System's compliance with TITLE IX, TITLE VI, and
Section 504 is directed to contact Mr.
Johnny Bohannon, Assistant Superintendent, who has been designated by the
Calloway County Board of Education to
coordinate the district's effort to comply
with TITLE DC, TITLE VI and Section 504.
His work address is Calloway County Board
of Education, P.O. Box 800, Murray, KY
42071. Mr.Bohannon's office phone number
is (502) 753-3033. 1993-94 school year.
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CANCER
INSURANCE
No age knit to apply ft
your present policy a
ow 10 years old. it
may not Ceder some of
the new treatments
such as chemotherapy For free inlormalion cal

Jeny McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
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10% FT brakes for vinyl
work. Rent by the day.
436-2701.
AURORA Pizza Magic. Ow
U.hand toned okaa.

Irish salads, sendraichss.
tros. Open al year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
4744119.
Tu•a.
1-800-640-31104.
CALLOWAY County Concrete. Structural walks.
dabs. *Mak walks. Cc
wed Al 'Swiped alriorele.
Res walmeles 474-83311

DRAFTING Service, custom home dins. commercial, industrial drafting.
*mauler aided dialling,28
years experience. Call
4911-81130 Oar tarn.

I.4USIC 0J. Dawn. parties, weddings, d musical
styles. 733-0343.
ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Home and CMMing Supply. 7534346.

CLASSIFIED

The Calloway County Board of Education
does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national origin, age, religion, marital
status, sex or handiaap in employment,
educational programs or activities as set
Title VI, and Section 504.
forth in Title
The 1993-94 Coordinator for Title IX, Title
VI, and Section 504 is Johnny Bohannon,
Calloway
Superintendent,
Assistant
County Schools, P.O. Box 800, Murray, KY
42071, 502-753-3033.

-

CLASSIFIED

Card
el narks

'We joovid like to
evress ow tfiank$ to
our.frunts and netgh•
hors for the food,
.flowers, prayers, cards
and otfter gym-coons
cr_f sympathy shown on

trie
toped
pone, Caritsrocy
"
lir•
ts .kanwcille
laey
sffof;N
Crrhtil
t:
neralHom and the
County
Nursing Horne for
their care and conarn.
The family
Labelle Wendy
Alvin & Anna Usray
Marilyn Tabors
Grandchildren
Great Grandchildren

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Proposals will be received by Oaks Country Club at the Club Meeting Room on Oaks
Country Club Drive until 6:00 p.m. Sept. 14,
1993 for the furnishing of all labor, materials, services and equipment construct Alterations and Additions to Oaks Country
Club, Calloway county, Kentucky.
Copies of the bidding documents may be
obtained at the country club.
No bid, performance or payment bond will
be required.
Any bid received after time set for opening
of bids will be returned, unopened, to the
bidder.
No bid may be withdrawn, after time set
for bid opening, for a period of thirty days.
The Owner reierves the right to reject any
and all bids and to waive any informalities
therein.
Oaks Country Club
August 24, 1993

LOST: Sunday, Aug 21
Lamb roping saddle either

an A8 Lassiter Rd,Outland
School Rd, or Hwy 200
Reward! Please call
436-5859.

Gas

JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
Cabinets a now aocepting
applications for woodwork
ers& hnehers Prefer ex
penance 409 Sunbury be
hind Bunny Bread Murray

WA
wei
Ing
van
Job
cusi
tngs

NEW physician s practice
in Murray needs business
office employee with mad
cal office background
Great opportunity Resume
to P ALVIS PO Box 192
Mayfield, Ky 42066

per!

WA
MS!

plus
Ca

NURSE'S Aide. full ome
11pm-7w,. prefer exper
fenced CMA, but will train
Mature person who enjoys
working with the elderly
Good working condition
pleasant atmosphere Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Sta
dium View Dr EOE

901
CO

Gar
ma
nec
mo
219
8an

Americas Second Car

SOME
EMPLOYERS
DEMAND
EXPERIENCE.
WE OFFER
IT.
You can't get
the job without
experience - but
where do you get
the experience to
get the job?
The Army will
train you in your
choice of over 250
job skills, if you
Highqualify.
tech ... mechanical ... medical ...
many other specialties with civilian uses, too.
And you'll also
develop self-confidence and a
sense of responsibility.
For the offer of
a lifetime, see
your Army Recruiter.

901-644-9021
ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.'
ANIMAL Shelter workers
needed. full & part %me,
prefer persons experansed in handling animals
No phone calls please
Apply at Shelter on East
Sycamore Ext. Tuesday.
August 31 4-6 30prn, Wednesday, September 1
1-3prn
ATTENTION Murray
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41nir pkis benefits For
application I info, can
1-(216)-233-9078 7am to
iOpm 7 days.

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for pools 16 Ihru
21 that am not kdl time high
school students. Call
7534378 Five days a week
between 800am-3:00pm
We are an EOE. This project is funded by Vie Western Kentucky Private Intkatry Courcil-JTPA

LOST Limousin and Bran9(4 cattle (8 heifers. 5
own. 4 calves) in Cross- EXPERIENCED auto body
land TN area. C•II
496-8943 or 753-9251.

VAC
Earl
wee
F or
SM

IMMEDIATE opening avasi
able for tolomaketer
, hours per
Secretary, 37,
week Send resume to PO
Box 770 Mayfieid KY
42066

WM=

Ugly Duckling
11
irACIM3131221
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

112 So. 12th
Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

HENRY CO. E-911 BOARD
Seeking applicants for the position of
director. High school diploma or equivalent required. Fox-pro computer experience preferred. Send self addressed,
stamped envelope for a description of
job duties. To apply, send resume and
salary requirements to E911 Center,
Attn: Don Cox,P.O. Box 1452, Paris,TN
38242 no later than 9-10-93. Benefits
included.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we--cifier
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

METHODIST
W1,

T1.001ST 040SPITAL CA. tilicKINZ:i

AN OPPORTUNITY AWAITS R.N.S AT
METHODIST HOSPITAL OF MCKENZIE
• 7p-7a R.N. Staff Nurse - E.R.
• 7a-7p R.N. Staff Nurse - Med/Surg.
12 hour shifts. Excellent benefits.
Contact Kathy Heath-Townsend for more
information at 352-4162 or 352-5344

EOE

man Apply in person at
Donnie Hudson Body
Shop, Akno, Ky or by caning 753-6475 days or
753-9018 nights.
EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutler. 436-4424.

LEGAL Secretary: Appkcant
must have wading knowledp of WordPerfect,good
organization and comm
HEATING, cooling, duct cation skis are required.
work installer, minimum Send resume to: PO Box
one year experience. 1040R, Murnw,KY 42071.
435-4699

Evert Tuesday Night at 7:00
co.r, seta at MO
Knights of Columbus Hail
KY es west 01 Jarenv Ratisnarin Reat.
end si l. Nile Rued. Apt en l.late Reed 114 nes

Oleilw•••-•
•

4

777a,s70911-

f.
•••••••....0.•
,
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f
• •• ;Jig 'oe
ee
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Is

els

St
MOB

mum lit
for each
V $175
lassilleda
$200 ex-

repaid
uired to
ad after

gal

opening avail
alemaketer'
"hours per
esume to PO
4ayfield KY

atom Kitchen
mw accepting
or woodwork
rs Prefer ex
I Sunbury be
kead Murray

an s practice
ads business
se with medi
background
inay Resume
PO Box 192
42066

de full time
Dreier exper
but will train
n who ereoys
the elderly
19 condition
osphere Fern
ie 1505 Sta
• EOE

PAINTER needed, expen
Moe wow sprayer pre
ferried Immediate operwig
apply at Vow Metal in
Sedalia, Ky 328 8980
SAFETY Advisors $2150
pa month Company wm
tron Call Monday thru Fri
day. 9am Ipm only
65-390 8260
SALES Professionals
Specialized Comm unica
Dons. Inc • long datance
phone carrier has mimed
ale openings or saes pro
tessionals in the West Ky
area Comprehensrve an
ing & unlimited commission
plans provided Mail re
sume to 2343 Lakeway
Circle. Pans TN 38242

1991 MURRAY lawn
mower, runs & looks good
Ask for WM** 436-2106

CERTIFIED nurse's aide
will do en home health care
and/or housecleaning
436 5792

HALF bed with wooden
headboard, box springs
and mattress. in existent
Braes and
6FT deb case. Toledo high condition. $1013
*ties daybed with quality
speed meet saes model
5320, 220V Globe Mang mattress and custom made
condition
machine comstock castle plows, excellent
$150
753-1866
oven
double
901 593-5439

CLEANING house is my
business Flefiabte and expenenced references Cal
Linda 7544553
I will sit with the eklerty
753-4590 for intionnalon
WILL do house cleaning
Cal Betty 474-2131 nights

ALTERATIONS and re
parrs Rental gowns 8 tuxedos Ruth s See and Sew,
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981

TAKING applications for
maintenance person Apply
Hades Apes Hardin KY
• SEWING pbs wanted WI
EOE
cluding formal wear
US POSTAL & GOVERN
753-1061
MEN T JOBS $23/hr plus
WILL do excellent work
benefits Now hiring
1 800 2008760 24 hours cieanng homes or offices
Have low rates 759 1107
VACATION Dream Cash or 753-2366 and leave
Earn at home $20010 $500 message
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vaction Dream
Cash,PO Box 224 Mc Ken
tie. TN 38201

MACHINE
QUILTLNG

WANTED aggressive &
awl groomed person will
ing to start at entry level
position with excellent ad
vancernent opportunities
Job includes delivery &
customer service Open
irigs at Colortyme in Murray
8 Mayfield Apply in
person
WANTED barmaids wait
resses 8 dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Tn
Cafe. Paris
901 642 4297 7pm 2am

By Lucinda
345-2780

12th
42071

NO 503 GALLON propane
tank Call 436 5738
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Cal 753-9433
after 5pm

CASH paid for good used
WILDLIFE
rotes shotguns and paCONSERVATION JOBS tois Benson Sporting
Game wardens security Goods, 519 S 12th,
maintenance, etc No exp Murray
necessary Now hiring For
call JUNK as condemners, will
into
more
219-7940010 eat 7159 pick up 436 2904
Barn-flprn, 7- days

Looking tor an aggressive individual
with an advertising and sales background
Candidate must pozess strong communication skills with experience in advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism ond/or Advertising
_
Marketing preferred

lARD

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
Ac• SUNBURY MURRAY (Boerne Bunny
753-5940

ualify for
we—offer
Policies.
Policies
10 plans
efits. We
"guaranuestions)
,d at the

0.4-A1111.164t

'•

y7e-syr,a
„AK
-r••••,,

ENTERTAINMENT center
with cabinets & moveable
shelves 753-5149
GIGANTIC building meter
ial sale
plywood
$4,sheet, while it lasts
2'448 $1 99/60 4 • Ply
wood $9 50/sheet 50*
nails $14 Bathroom sinks
single or double 60% off of
The big boys price' Pas
chat Salvage 641 S of
Hazel 901 498 8964

RriMAY
a

INTRODUCING Kahrs luxury hardwood. imported
from Sweden featuring ex
oec native wood in beautiful
colors The choice in lasting
hardwood Mooring Kahrs
has a beautiful hardwood
floor for you Greatly in
crease your home's value
with hardwood Paschal's
Salvage. 641 S of Hazel
901 498 8964

ASK FOR

.1Orfre

lewhe'
Call
Paul Dailey
753-7653

SAN BORN air compressor,
60 gal vertical tank, Shp
motor, 50ft Sears air hose.
drive air
Craftsman
wrench, $500 Like new
489-2329
TOP soil off farm land for
sale $65 for 18-19 yards
Tri axle truck load
492-8488

Fes
Equipment

Located In Ledbetter Shore*
On Kentucky Lake
Three decks, fabulous view, four bedrooms,three
baths, intercom, satellite dish, 14 closets, 14x22
workshop, boat storage, community water, 2,827
sq. ft. under roof. You have got to see!

FORD 5000 tractor, A I
shape, 4 new tires, 4-14
plow, 1211 wheel disc &
large blade $8700 for all
753-8965

A- or A+
the best

NEW condition 74 ton
Trans heat & or unit WiN
accept bids 753-1300.at
tar 7pm 489-2116

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

CFA registered Himalayan ROBERTS Realty Callokittens champion grandpa way County s oldest and
rents shots leukemia shot, most reliable real estate
wormed health guaran- agency For a your real
teed $200 ea 4892496 estate needs call them toafter 7pm
day at 753 16511 Sycamore and 12th St
HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home TRAILER & small cabin on
of acre
Classes or private lessons lake for sale and
Serving Murray for over of land 753 1038 after
4pm
12yrs 436 2858

3YR old Yamaha P
Shooter trombone, great
buy
753-0788 or
753 2266
BALDWIN Baby Grand
piano black satin finish
size 52 753 3588
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753-9600

250
Sonless
K T I and Associates otter
wig•full line of investn,ative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099

S.L.1 /0,11

270

N

Mobile
Homes For Sala
1983 14x70 EXCELLENT
condition. 2br 2 full baths
fully equipped kitchen fire
place many extras
759 4699
1992 16x80 SOUTHERN
Elite 3br, 2 bath with Geor
gia carpet $22 000
901 247-3233
CUMMINGS Mole( Pores
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
OUR Pledge When you
compare quality, insulation,
options and set-up, you will
find that we will have the
very best value for your
housing dollar Dinkins Me
bile Homes Inc Hwy 79
TN
pans.
East,
1 800 642 4891 One of
the Southeast's driest and
largest Home Centers'
280
Mane
Homes For Rent
2BR. lakeview. completely
urnished total privacy
$200/mo plus utilities 8 de
Hamlin. Ky
posit
217-431 7034
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking des
tance to college 7515209

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms. handicap access'
ble Equal Housing ()alio(
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Ky or call
Hardin
502-4374113
VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
duplex, appliances turn
shed. central air 8 gas
heat. storage space
$525/mo. I month deposit.
1 year lease No pets
753 2905

NEAR MSU, kitchen, living
room privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

FOR sale Land 10 acres
20 acres. 45 acres 65
acres & 100 acres Also
will rent 753 1300 after
7pm 489 2116
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers'waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
502 753 SOLD,
1 800 369-5780

iii111011.111111.1111111111IMMO

4,100 Sq. Ft. Under roof
4 bedrooms, 2'/r baths, living room, dining room, large kitchen, family
MOITI wnireplace. large in-ground swimming pool, double garage

Shown by Appointment
753-7687 or 474-2251

_

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

290

38R, 24 bath, formal LR
DR,den and deck in Gates
borough $850/mo lease
and deposit required No
WINDOW a/c repair Free pets Available Sept 1 Call
estimates 436-2904
Brenda Skyes 753 8251

DIAL - 753-1916

Honig
And *nag

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 11, 1993.
COUPON

•

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed).

GREAT trail horse, 5yrs
old. strawberry Roam Leopard Alp, approx 15HH,
$1200 753-2905
UKE new 16ft cattle trailer,
5th wheel. $1600 After
6pm call 436-5416

00 lit picture $600 each additional picture
Encloerd
and stamped, self address envelope for return of picture
it

Bring in by September 9
(12 noon) to be published
September 11th.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able 753-2905 for more
information

Livestock
& Supplies

Name of Grandparents

•

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40imo 759 4081

170

Name of Child

Send photo aameLsLizaeitparenta name of child
(maximum o( 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to

11104

Price Just Reduced - $159,900

2BR small house $225rno
plus deposit 354 6729

For Rad
Or Lame

[ad
oad 1/41 mob

1\* - 4

FOR SALE - BY OWNER

2BR house in Murray & in
Lynn Grove 753 4109

360

fall

,,
i,.

" "
4
/
11
"
1
.

'riCy
ay, KY

Nikki Morris
Grandparents
Charles it Donna Henry
Evelyn Feulner
Walter & Dorothy Feulner

1089 HONDA VTR 250
Sport bike low mileage.
GREAT LOCATION 3br. sharp 753 5718
24 bath home on approx 1
1990 LT 80 SUZUKI 4
acre 2 miss from town
Welcoming decor Shown wheeler 4928298
by appointment 753 9475 DISCOUNT parts, depend
KENTUCKY Lake front able service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS 8
home 4br, 2 bath, specta
cuter view, large fireplace SERVICE, north of Murray
skylights, patio 8 deck on Coles Campground Rd
$99.900 For sale by Open weekdays Ipm•6pm
Sat 10am 3pm
owner 502 436 2953

Big 3 Party
Yard Sale

SPACIOUS 2 or 3br house
central gas heat. stove no
frigerator furnished
$350/mo 1 month deposit.
1 year lease No pets
753-2905

furg
nix.
▪ more
5344

1481 HARLEY Davidson
Super Glade 498 8942

,fui
WM.

te quote

S AT
KENZIE

3BR. 2 bath brick. 1300se
ft, 3yrs old. $72.000 Phone
for appointment 753-3293

lett)

SMALL 2br house 8 miles
from town No pets Refer
ences & deposit 492 8594

iz:i

Mearcycies

MY name a 'Matte', I'm a
.t.10
pleasant 54 yr old spayed
Lets
Airdale wanting someone
For Sale
to love protect and enioy
lee with Loves the Out- BUILDING lots in subdivi
MARTIN Heights ranch
doors and going for walks soon with limited reatnceoris brick home available 31x, 2
Will make someone's (no mobile homes) Some bath, open family, dining'
lonely days worth while wooded Southwest School kitchen area front porch
1969 OLDS Cutlass Con
Shots up ki date, papers District natural gas. oty patio. 2 car garage, land
vertble partially restored
recently water, cablevision 3 3 scaped 1549 Vehoppoor
available
most parts to complete re
groomed For more info( miles from city limits Fi- will 7591604
storabon inducted. $4000
mation 753 8736 after nancing available Lots as
NICE 2br. 1 bath lake view obo 437 4845 leave mes
7pm
low as $4500 753 5841 or home, full
basement large sage if no answer
753 1566
kitchen & living room Ise
PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915
BUILD your dream home place, deck garage, oorn
on • beautiful heavily munity boat ramp Lakeway 1982 PLYMOUTH Sap
poro Call 753 0838 after
wooded lot Dogwood. Shores Subdivision $40s
5pm
Maple, Oak Cherry. etc 759-2085
Choice location, privacy
convenient large deep lot
GOLDEN delicious apples with 100ft frontage. 18011
for sale $2 a bushel 1010
depth Safe nice neighborDoran Rd
hood An exceptional op
portunity Call 753-6453
1 2 3BR opts furnished. YELLOW delicious apples
very nice some with 753 7269
BY owner Beautiful
washer 8 dryer, near MSU
wooded lot, almost one
YELLOW Sweet corn
No pets Also room for rent
Damsoms & prune plums acre Fairview Acres, four
753 1252 days 753 0606 fall apples McKenzie Or miles East Old Salem
( • mint% II,
Norm i(
r in
after 5ixn
chard
753 4725 or Road Call 7534423 after
14
Pmuktaill (1,101(t, health,
7pm
tr% and %nrrthirv
•
IBR close to university & 753 9468
the I.d/..e
hospital some utilities paid
MAPLEWOOD Estates
753 8756
Approx 1004150'. city we
COPEI AND'S
ter. REC electric. 1 mile
STAFF DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR
1BR. Sept I. 1st Noce, nice
ORCIIARD
from Murray Court Square
Full time position B S degree in Nursing re
clean, all appliances air.
on 94E 615 662 7632
Nlw.field
quired, Master's preferred at least 3 5 years of
quiet No pets 492 8634
Puking Red Skin.
clinical nursing experience required minimum of
1 OR 2br apts near down
and
2 years in nursing education teaching
town Murray 753 4109
623-5312
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT COORDINATOR:
28R duplex in Northwood
Full time position B S degree in Nursing re
Lease and deposit
3 4BR 2 bath ranch in
gin
quired. Master's preferred, at least 3 5 years of
$325/mo 753 4704
quiet neighborhood, near
clinical nursing experience required, minimum of
Public
city schools, great room
FURNISHED lbr apt with
2 years in nursing quality assurance'quality
Sale
family
large
with
fireplace
improvement
paid utilities No pets
style kitchen newly decorLease and deposit re
ated, all appliances inPlease send resume in confidence guyed Available Sept 1
cluded neatly landscaped.
Cal after 5pm 436-2755
freshly painted_extenor, 2
MUR CAL Apartments now
car garage, $87,900 Call
Richardson
506
In, details
t
for appointment 759 1850
accepting applications for
NIL'ItRAY
Tue. & Wed.
1
1 2 and 3br apartments
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
1
31-Sept.
Aug.
IL(MAY
(..,‘
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Dr
002)762 1319
Housing Opportunity
7 a.m. til Dark
Ci/UNTY
BRICK home, central ha
New B.e.x & Decker
NOW taking applications
1
21x.
line,
water,
city
gas
11)SPITAL
iiivosew
trec'nc edge,
for Section 8 low rent hous
bath, hardwood floors, dou
teas
'neatei. ciaoes
ing Apply in person at
We carport, large barn ap
51 I'pI.r ,tr...1 • Mur,
primes ti‘roiv ci,szivs !oys
Southside Manor 906
pliances, refrigerator ne
sets
two
0
sor-eo,
eviery
Broad St Extended be
8892
492
gobable,
$40's
of dsr,05 CoolkS r>c!.,,es
hveen 8am 12noon No
qw,11 Ep, c,otr,es pa gass
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

1917 BRUNSWICK pool PROFESSIONAL office
table reduced to $250 obo space for lease on or about
Cal Break Time Billiards 0923i93 (formerly IATG
7599303
Realty) approx 3200sq11,
COMMERCIAL fishing with 4 ornate offices 9
equipment 753 4120 after personal office areas
reception work station
50fil
waiting area in high traffic
shopping center near MSU
210
campus Murray. Ky Fully
2 bath. em
carpeted
Fthirsimell
ployee lounge Olympic
A FIREWOOD for sale Plaza Shopping Center in437 4667
cludes Dollar General
Store 3 restaurants phi;
220
macy. retail 8 professional
offices 506 N 12th St MIX
ray 753 9469

FOR lakes ponds roads 8
streets We have dozer
HORSE 34 gaited stallion grader dirt mover 8 also
bush hogging Any size
6yrs old. $1100 8x20 haul
Ind trailer, $150 1976 'obi Free estimates Call
Chrysler Cordoba. 98 XXX Ted Edwards or Charles
acutal miles. $803 1976 Smotherrhan 436 5828 or
Semi Custon Cheby 350 753-9822
van $800 Call 759 9673

ROLL after roll of beautiful
vinyl floor coverings from
$5 813/yd & up We have
Mannington sitver Tarkett
lifetime All the floors
you've heard about, now
come 8 see Rements
deeply discounted from
$1 99/yd Bring your sizes
8 cut your best deal We
priced to sell Paschall's
Salvage 641 S of Hazel
901-498-8964

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

ARE
'LANCE

BOGARD trucking and ex
coveting. Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fiN dirt vetvie
rock, rip rap 759 1828

NEW 16' 8 165' Blem
truck Ores $60 8 up Also
XP2000 W L Generals. 1st
line at low, low prices Lots
of used Ores $10. $15, $20
each Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Road 753-1111

Salary plus commission,excellent combenefits EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A, Murray. KY 42071

•eiI
"
11
/ '
.\
\

BABY bed very good con
dition
Make offer
759-4110

MOTORCYCLE helmets
army pants. shirts 8 boots
new & used guns Jerry s
Sporting Goods 6th 8 Wal
nut, Mayfield

pany

sition of
r equivar experid ressed,
iption of
ime and
Center,
'aris,TN
Benefits

AQUARIUMS (complete).
10 gallon, $30, 20 gallon.
$50 Also, large Oscar and
Jack Dempsey King size
waterbed parts bookcase
headboard, $10. Padded
rots. $10, heater. $10,
couch (country blue/Ian
floral), treadmill. $50
762-6154

HOME computer complete
system. $400 weight
bench with weights $60
push mowers, $45 guitar
amplifier, $50 354 9519

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Moving

Hoses
For Sale

Now

Ns0
MOM

pea
&pais.
BREEDERS Close Out
Special' AKC registered
Boxers, 3 pups. 1 female
dame, 3yrs old CAN JJ &
Co 753-2511. 7592540
COCKER Spaniel, 6 mos
old, housebroken. registered, $504365600

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

„.

aftlimert (leant'

CAMP

CLECTRICAL CONtRACt,F15
Commercial 8 Residential • Licensed & Insured
James C. Gallimors, Owner
1 conbeed Si/APT NOUSE Install/of • ;7. A odaV 4.1D instaHaio.,
• Home Avtornaur,
808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224
New Owner - Nick McClure

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

All
Your
Portrait
Needs...
For

Ken & ii,Aren
Andri,.

. lz_
- (sYN;VAVelf)e
'
f-

Yr
S & S Environmental
Maintenance Contractors

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling

Call Us Anytime

753-7050

Specializing In Underground Storage Tank
Removal and Excavating Services
Murray, Ky. • 753-6337 or 489-2240

4iiiipb

759-4685

Commercial Waste '
.;. sC`Disposal .2
4
.. MI Types of Refuse service
;
:,..,L•L.A

ALP: A BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fenc47flome maintenance

489-2303

1
'
' •=
1-800-585-6033
'Bud Stewart, Route Manager a

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

11 Associates
K.T.I.For
all your
Investigative needs!
Bel-Ak Center, Murray

753-2962

(502) 753-3868
se

k
. Olory
WELLNESS & WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
111. • Perm. In 34242
322 I Wood
1101444.2•3111
alew.Taws. 10-4 se er Mewevowit

What aWayto Start the Week!!
—

Dial Now

--

Advertise Here/

•
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1984 VW Ouanium Melon
wagon. examined conon.
75,XXX rnies 759-9608
1988 HONDA &coed L./(1. 26FT Nomad Camper,fully
loaded. 70.XXX miles. 5.4 cannoned. air, awning,
new refrigerator, asking
$8000 753-2816
$4300 502-437-4902.
1989 BUICK Regal Gran
Sport excellent condition. 33 NOMAD conger, bumhi911 mileage. all 000‘14. per hitch, bunkhouse
moorvsun roof $5500 obo model loaded, sleeps
759-9924 leave message 6-10, fully self contained,
excellent condibon, $6900
or call afar 5prn
Also available, matching
1989 MERCURY Sable 1983 Choy Suburban, 454
blue excellent condition motor, tailoring pkg, both
new transmission. $5000 b$10.000 Cal 7538965
obo 759.4453
CAR Stereo Installadon
753-0113. Sunset SouleBois
iard Music Murray's Al
Motors
;one Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center 1 block 42fT Cris Craft Romer for
horn MSU dorms
sale or some trade
$27.500 Twin 427 low
_CAR stereo installer, exhours lords, excellent conperience required Send redition 436-5811 or
sume to PO Box 48, Mur436-5082
ray. Ky 420'71
530
Varna

-Unica
°Owed

1986 FORD Aerostar, 1 A A-1 Hauling, use trim95,XXX miles 5sp, new ming. tree removal, deanores,$4000 obo 759-1817 mg out sheds, attics, II odd
1989 PLYMOUTH Voyager jobs. Free estimates
Lamb
Turbo 4. air. cherry black. 436-2102 Luke
new Bridgestone tires, Al IA al around mowing &
super shape, 90.XXX tree Miming a light haulmiles. $6400 753-4557
ing Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark
Al. AL'S hauling. yard
work, tree removal. mowing Free estimates
1971 FORD pickup, excel- 759-1683.
lent condition, $1800
Al TREE Service. Stump
753 8229
removal and spraying Free
1979 GMC Jimmy 4x4 new estimates 753-0906 after
ores, 11 XXX miles on new 5prn. 759-9816. 753-0495
350 engine, good shape
AIR Conditioning-Ron Had
753 5899 after 5pm
Heating, Cooling a Electric.
1983 GMC Blazer. V8. prs, Inc Service, sales and inpb. air, ell, airtim cassette. stallation. (502) 435-4699,
4 wheel drive, good condi- 435-4327.
tion 489-2079
ALPHA Builders - Carpen1967 FORD Bronco II XLT try, remodeling, porches,
414 auto. env
one roofing, concrete, driveowner. gradient condition, ways.. painting, mainte16000 Cat 924-5380
nanca-etc Free estimator'
48923031989 SUZUKI Sidekick,
soft top 4 wheel drive, ANTIQUE refinishing fur$5500 Call 753-5472
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
1992 GMC Sonoma
loaded, V6. air Call before APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
.2pm 753 2783
Factory trained by 3 mapr
manufacturers All work
sin
and parts warranted. Mk
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
1982 JAYCO pop-up,
sleeps 6 very clean, used
very little $1250 437 4845
leave message if no
answer

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore. Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
instelleaon, repair, noncemerit 759-1515
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, doveways, hauling. foundsbons.
etc. 759-4664.
BILLS Window Cleaning
Service Residential/
Commerical
Call
753-5934
BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service. Al work guaranteed. 753-1134 or
436-5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs. Glen Bobber. 759-1247.
CARPORTS for cars and
blacks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
ca D HOME Repairs Call
753-9669
CH1M Chlm Chimney
Swops has 10% senior
admen discounts We sea
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes. trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serv ice Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric.
Inc Service, sales and instaRabon (502) 435-4699,
435-4327
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing. roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years expenence Local references 436-2701
NEED carpet or vinyl in
stalled/ Have 20 years experience Call 474-2789
ODD pbe, minor repairs
References available Free
estimates Call Reid
759-9689

HADAWAY Construction. PAINT1140, exterior. interRemodeling. vinyl siding. ior. Call Charlie Rains
vinyl replacement win- 753-5754.
dows, vinyl flooring
PLUIABING repairman will
436-2062.
same day service. Cal
HANDYMAN wil do plumb- 435-5255.
ing. electrical, carpentry
RETIRED Journeyman
and general repair.
banairight will do piumbing.
753-0696.
electrical. carpentry and
K.B. ASSOCIATES. Gen- general repeir. 4924403.
eral construction, remodelROCKY COLSON Home
ing. garages,decks. Woos.
Repair Roofing, siding,
Wnterior Vim. 753-0834
painting, plumbing, conKITCHEN CABINET RE- crete. Free estimates Cal
COVERY existing doors II 474-2307
frames with woodgran forSHEETROCK finishing,
mica, all colors Free estiLarry
mates. Wulffs Recovery textured ceilings.
Chnsman 492-8742
Murray. 4365560_
Chimney
LAWN mowing service In- MR Chimney.
sured Coleman Benefiel dower 492-8723

Babbage names task force to
help with 'motor-voter' law
THE Gut* Co. Seini16141
akiminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed. insured Esamele evadable
759-4690.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Canter, damningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free minims Routs
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fn ; 753-0530
WINDOW & door repair
Repair, rescreen, rio-pliuw
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt IMDIVICS.

phone 759-4564.
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203.
MULCH, pick up loads
Murray 4345560

SUREWAY Tree it Steno
Removal Insured with lull
brie of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-5484

LARGE adult male dog
needs good home, neutered, all shots Call
759-9952

Curd to work with educational
issues while serving on committee
FRANKFORT - State Rep.
Freed Curd,D-Murray, is undertaking the challenge of addressing
changes occurring in Education. As
Chairman of the distinguished Education Committee he knows that
there are issues that need to be taken
care of.
Curd,a teacher represenLs the 5th
digtrict, which includes all or parts
"Orralloway.
A seasoned legislator. Curd
serves on some of the most influential committees in the General Assembly. He is a member of the
Elections
and
Constitutional
Amendments, and the Transportation Commiuees. He also serves on
the Subcommiuee on Highways and
Traffic Safety, a Special Subcommittee on Education Accountability, and the Southern Regional
Education Board.
The Education Committee has
diligently monitored the implementation of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act with special auention to
the primary program, school-based
decision making, the assessment
program and education technology.
The Committer has also reviewed
the activities of the Workforce Development Cabinet and the implementation of a new accountability process in higher education.
House Speaker Joe Clarke, D-

Danville, said Curd's years in the
General Assembly have been productive ones. "Freed is a valuable
. and informative member. I have
been impressed with his dedication
and leadership. His hard work has
-helped bring about important
changes in Education. I truly enjoy
working with Freed. As a veteran
legislator, he provides a knowledgeable viewpoint shown through his
active participation in committee
meetings."
"My committee assignments are
important to me.! want to do all I
can for my constituents Curd said.
As chairman of the Education Committee, I feel that I am contributing
not only to my,district, but to all
Kentuckians. This particular committee addresses many issues that
concern'our state's welfare. I know
that the people of our great Commonwealth want to see Kentucky
get ahead. I intend to do my share to
ensure that this happens. I will
continue to work hard in order to
make significant contributions and
changes for my constituents and my
district and for Kentucky."
Curd can be reached in his home
district or in Frankfort by using this
toll-free telephone number: 1-800372-7181. The next session of the
General Assembly begins on Jan. 4.

Between the 1991 and the 1992
geirral elections voter registration

The specifics of expanded voter
registration opportunities for the
citizens ofCalloway County wiU be
explored when a task force on voter
registration meets in Frankfort September 7, Secretary of State Bob

incirased by 134,301. Between the
1992 general election and the 1993
primary, a time when registration
traditionally declines, 83.929 persons registered to vote for the first

Babbne said.
"Government is now required to
advocate and to assist with voter
registration," Babbage said.
"We expect nearly 500,000 new
voters to register in the four-year
cycle of the driver's license," Babbage said. "Since the potential for
voter registration has grown under
this law, it is essential that as many
citizens and agency representatives
as possible participate in its implementation," he added.
By virtue of his office. Babbage
will chair the task force and lead the
efforts to implement the federal law.
Kentucky law names the secretaryof state as the chief election officer
of the Commonwealth.
The task force, comprised of
representatives of government
agencies, private groups and citizens-at-large, will review the requirements and make recommendations for enacting the National
Voter Registration Act of 1993 in
Kentucky.
The federal law has been nicknamed "motor-voter" because it directs that voter registration by permitted when and where a driver
obtains or renews a driver's license.
The law also requires public
agencies which offer assistance to
the handicapped to serve as voter
registration sites. Other agencies
which offer public and employment
assistance are required to register
voters under the ntw law.
The task force will also explore
other registration options required
by the law which directs states to
designate other public offices to
offer voter registration. States ha've
some discretion in choosing addi%
tional sites.
Since taking office in 1992, Babbage has been instrumental in developing programs to increase voter
registration. Several have gained
Kentucky national recognition and
now serve as models to build registration in other states.
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
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Dow Jona Ind. Avg. _........5.99
DJIA Previous Close.......3640.63
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Gentlemen's farm_ with horse barn and located just
southwest of the city limits. This totally redecorated 3-4 br. home and great 3-4 stall horse barn
surrounded by white plank fencing on 2 acres will
delight your family. Additional acreage available.

Fresh on the market! 3 br 1 level borne with new
central gas heat & central electric air, extra- large
rooms, detached workshop building & metal storage building, fenced backyard surrounds large,
tree-shaded wooden deck. S69,900.

Immaculate spacious home in Canterbury Estates.
Master bedroom opens into a lg. bath w /dressing
area. Loaded with special features and situated on a
large, beautifully landscaped lot. 5134,500

0
0 .

4413

Aiv410*

Take a look at this 3 br.,31/2 bath home with walk.
Also
out basement on lovely hilltop setting
includes large barn, fenced area for horses and
Offered in the S80's.
approximately 3 acres

FOR

KOPURUD
7531222

Built to quality standards,this 4 br.,31/, bath home
features 2 master suites, large bright kitchen, large
side entry garage with built-ins. Great closet space
and many other features Adjacent lot available in
Southwest Villa Estates

Custom design,tradition and elegance show in this
newly built home with formal living & dining. 5
br., 4'/2 baths with quarry tile. Jacuzzi tub-elaborate extras throughout. Game room,family room,3
car garage round out the perfect picture

H011illeS FOR LIVIEIG.

711 Main St.

Our Sign Means Business!!

753-1222
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Wonderful 4 br., 3 bath
beautiful view from any room in the house,
wraparound deck or poolside.

Immaculate 4 br,,2'/i bath home with both formal
& family moms,dining room and separate workshop bldg. Fenced back yard. just reduced!

'11r,,girs

1141.'" -

Lovely home just moments from the city. Large lot,
living room,eat-In kitthen,3 br. & 2 baths. Central t
heat It air. Priced in the 960's. Newly decorated!

Beautifully maintained 4 br. home on 2 lots with
lovely landscaped back yard with multi-level
decks, in-ground pool and hot tub. Just reduced.

Irrillnikr "Pr";
-am!

X

figr11474
'
,

4 br., 3 bath horn in Gatesborough S/D on an acre+
lot Features include a beautiful open foyer, living
room, formal dining room, family room w/
fireplace plus study. $149,900

Elegant, almost new 3 br., 2'/2 bath contemporary
designed home, featuring glorious sun room, full
basement and superb quality throughout. Situated
on 5i/a wooded Krt./ in private setting. $169,950

Lovely 4 br., 21/2 bath home on 2'/2 acres. Custom
oak cabinets As desks throughout, 2 stairways,
central gas heating. Offered at $165,000. Additional acreage available. Fresh on the market!

hi

Newly listed...4 br,3 bath in excellent condition
located in family neighborhood, Southwest
schools. Has screend porch and central gas heithtg.
Only 994,500.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Aug. 30. the 242nd day of 1993. There are 123
days left in the -year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago. on Aug. 30, 1893, Huey P. Long. "The
Kingfish" of Louisiana 'politics, was born in Winn Parish.
On this date:
In 30 B.C.. on Aug. 30 by some estionases. the seventh and most
famous queen of ancient Egypt known as Cleopatra committed
suicide.
In 1797, the creator of "Frankenstein." Mary Wollstonecraft Shelky, was born in London.
In 1967, the U.S. Senate confirmed the appointment of Thurgood
Marshall as the first black justice on the U.S. Supreme Court.
In 1979. Hurricane David devastated the tiny Caribbean island of
Dominica as it began a rampage through the Caribbean and up the
eastern U.S. seaboard that killed some 1,100 people.
In 1986, Soviet authorities arrested Nicholas Daniloff, the Moscow
correspondent for U.S. News & World Retion, after he was handed a
package by a Russian acquaintance.
In 1989, a federal jury in New York found so-called hotel queen
Leona Helmsley guilty of income tax evasion. Helmsley is serving her
sentence at a federal prison in Danbury. Conn., and could be free by
next January.
Ten years ago: Guion S. Bluford Jr. became the first black American astronaut to travel in space, flying aboard the shuttle Challenger.
In another first, Bluford and four colleagues blasted off from Cape
Canaveral, Fla., at night.
Five years ago: Top aides to Republican presidential nominee
George Bush and Democrat Michael Dukakis met in Washington without reaching an agreement on a schedule for debates in the fall.
One year ago: The TV series "Northern Exposure" won six Emmy
Awards, including best drama series, while "Murphy Brown"
received three Emmys, including best comedy series, in a ceremony
marked by satirical jabs against Vice President Dan Quayle.
Today's Birthdays: Baseball Hall-of-Famer Ted Williams is 75.
Country singer Kitty Wells is 74. Opera singer Regina Resnik is 71.
Actress Elizabeth Ashley is 54. Skier Jean-Claude Killy is 50. Actor
Timothy Bottoms is 42.
Thought for Today: "It ain't enough to get the breaks. You gotta
know how to use 'em." — Huey P. Long, American politician
(1893-1935).

unc

Ten years ago
A Tennessee Valley Authority
Symposium was held this morning at Murray State University.
Dr. Paul Conklin, professor at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn., was featured speaker.
Others speakers were TVA Director.Richard Freeman, U.S. Senator Walter (Dee) Huddleston and
MSU President Kale Stroup.
Specialist Fourth Class
Timothy R. Bailey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Bailey. of 614th
Military Police Co. of Murray is
a member of State Police Cadet
Class currently underway at
Frankfort.
Pictured today are members of
the 1933 and 1934 classes at
Murray High School who had a
reunion recently at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.

Twenty years ago

Schools for the fall of 1973 is
listed unofficially at 1,899,
according to Willie F. Jackson,
director of pupil personnel.
Airman First Class Billy J.
Steele, son of Mr. and Mrs. John

Murray City School System
has registered 1,502 students thus
far, according to Supt. Fred
Schultz. They are 216 at A.B.
Austin School, 286 at W.Z. Carter School, 225 at Luther Robertson School, 85 at Douglass
School. and 690 at Murray High
School.
Serving as officers of Student
Council at Murray College High
School are Ed Frank Jeffrey,
Edwin Sholar, Janis Southard and
Carolyn McNeely.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Bailey Dill and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donadl
Burden.
Lilly Evelyn Williams and Kim
Wilson Wallis were married Aug.
3 at College Church of Christ.

M. Steele, is a member of Top
Class I of Consolidated Base Personnel Office in Pacific Air
Force. He is assisgned to Clark
Air Base, Philippines.
Laure Blanchard, teacher from
Nancy. France, is spending three
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. John
Belt and son, John Michael, Murray. She is one of 600 Western
European teachers who are guests
in American homes this summer
under the American Host
Program.
Deborah L. Hughes and Howard F. Newell were married Aug.
18 at First Baptist Church.
Murray.

Forty years ago
Members of CIO-UAW of
Murray Manufacturing Company

Thirty _years ago

Enrollment in the Murray City

DEAR ABBY: I have never wntten to a columnist before. but I texik
exception to your answer to "Connecticut Yankees." They should not
forget the telephone bill run up. by
the visiting brother's fiancee. In this
day and age, and especially with an
income of $100,000 a year, it is
almost a certainty that "Dame
Diana" or "Bmther" had a telephone
charge-card
Even if they didn't. one telephone call to the fiancee's 12-yearold son could be overlooked. but
nine calls, plus four collect calls.
between here and London. England
— come on. Abby, think with your

head, not your bank account. There
was no reason to sun up this outrageous bill and not pick up the tab,
except selfishness on Dame lhana's
and Brother's pan.
I definitely think Brother should
get the bill, even though paying it
wouldn't break "Connecticut Yankees." It's ohysiu. that Brother-has,
no respect for hi,brother and sister-in-law. 4 Beside. Dame Diana
isn't even related yet
Abby. this is the only time in all
the years I have been reading your
column that I kit I had UP ante to
tell you I think you are wrong. I
almost always agree with you. but

this time you were way off base.
Now that I have gotten off my
soapbox. I can tell pin that I always
read your column and I thoroughly.
enjoy it
I am signing my name, but if you
print this letter. please sign it ...
REM TTAL FROM
NIKISKI. ALASKA
DEAR REBUTTAL: Thank
you for writing and speaking
your mind. I can learn more
from criticism than I can from
praise. Read on:

DAILY COMICS

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

•
41'i3.3•
•

71
CALVIN and HOBBES

WIC ow WC

DEAR ABBY: Begging your pardon, but what banana boat did you
Just get off or Your reply to "Connectwen Yankees" is way off base.
You SCeM to think that because
"Connecticut Yankees" have an
income of $80.000 yearly, it's all
right to mipose on them.
It doesn't make. any difference if
they make $8,000 or $8 million a
year; 13 trans-Atlantic telephone
calls during one weekend as way out
of line — unless there was some
kind ofemergency.
In my opinion, you blew it, Abby.
PAVE , CAPTAIN, U.S. NAVY
O
CONN.
INWRTH.
HET. KILLG

• * •

DEAR ABBY: I hope you will
reconsider your response to "Connecticut Yankees." the woman
whose. brother-in-law's lady friend,
"Dame Diana." charged $166.90
worth of tran4-Atlantic calls during
a weekend visit
To "forget" the bill is unthinkable. It sets a precedent that will be
mighty hard to break if the lady
friend becomes a family member, as
Yankees' letter implied
When money matters between
adults are not dealt with in a
responsible, businesslike way, relationships become clouded and
strained Abby., please change your
mind. and advise Yankees to present the phone loll along with a
lighthearted note..
Thanks for considering my
opinion.
A TEXAS IIOSTESS

et augur in this

le

Recent births reported at MurHospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Ferrell. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Scott, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Culpepper, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Franklin Jr., and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bray.
Kitty Hays, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Porter Hays, has
resumed her duties as art teacher
in the high school at Fairburn.
Ga.
ray

DEAR CAPTAIN: You'll get
no argument from me. I blew it
big time.

BLONDIE
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voted by secret ballot on Aug. 29
to accept the contract with the
company. Work will resume at
the T9Øi8Nnion Aug.
31.
Pvt. Max Horace Churchill,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Max H.
Churchill, and Pvt. Philip Howard Murdock. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Murdock and husband of the former Jeanette Walston, are serving with the U.S.
Army at Fort Lewis, Wash.

DEAR ABBY
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
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I CouLD COVER
MILES IN NO
TIME AT 'UA
I CoULD co
AN`i'esINERE'
I COULD..

DEAR HOSTESS: ThanJui for
offering it. I didn't realize how
flat-out wrong I was until the
barrage of critical letters hit my
desk. The buck stops here. My
answer was a dud.
CATHY

DR. GOTT
1 7 WE 14/NE A PERFECT ALLA- 191
AN StEEPIN& MOTHER... ./lAcK! Wu ARE PEEKING!
TiON5HIP AS (ONG AS ONE
SHE 1000(5 50 FRAGIL(...
of us is uoccojscious
YOU PEEKED FIRST!
I WANT IT) HUG HER...
I WO NOT PEEK!

* 8A84...
rata StRN,
SHE LOOKS 50 INNOCENT..
I WANT TO MOLD HER
IN

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
•••
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Ironically, Barnum's and Bailey's respective
kids—Sid and Marty—both ran away one night
to join corporate America.
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
Scepter
5 -A Farewell
to —"
9 Health resort
12 Sandarac
tree
13 Borscht
ingredient
14 Hearing
organ
15 Proportion
17 Punishment.
chastisement
19 — Ocean
21 Poems
22 Chef
24 Nickel
525 Plaything
28 Possess
27 "Sesame -29 Italian river
31 Footlike part
32 Myself
33 Father
34 Sink in

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
I'M GOING TO THE KITCHEN
TO BAKE YO DOZEN COOKIE'!

Answer to Previous Puzzle

middle
35 8-pointer
abbr
38 Pocketbooks
38 Stalemate
39 Wooden pin
40 Hebrew letter.
41 Female horse
42 Competent
44 Head of
parish church
46 Enumerated
48 Aquatic
mammal
51 Male sheep
52 Virginia —
54 Spanish pot
55 Bitter vetch
56 The Sun —
Rises"
57 Harvest
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8-30 Ce 1993 United Feature Syndicate
5 Hebrew
month
6 Mend
7 Average
8 Pigpen
9 Shabby
colloq
10 Sheet of

DOWN
1 Armed
conflict
2 Macaw
3 United —
4 Quaff
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I/EAR DR GOTT: I've had phlebitis
for many years and Would like your
opinion on what can be done to help
the problem. I also have a major foot
problem, so walking is out for exer
Cis('I wear elastic stun-kings but am
looking for additional help.
DEAR READER Phlebitis iinflam
million of the lining of a vein is often
associated with thrombosis 4a blood
clot at the site of inflammation'.
Thrombophlebina is a potentially serious disorder if it occurs in the veins
deep in the legs, because pieces of
clot can break off and be carried in
the bloodstream to the lungs, where
they may cause extensive tissue dam
age, even death Therefore. deep
venous thrombophlebitis usually
requires hospitalization and the use of
intravenous anti coagulating drugs
On the either hand, superficial
thrombophlebitis (disease of the veins
just under the skin is less serious It
causes reddened. tender veins but
almost never affects the lungs and
can be treated by. anti inflammatory
.drugs. such as Mot no
Thus, to answer your question. I'd
have to know the location of your vein
problem If the examining physician
discovers that it's deep. you'll need
aggressive therapy. if it's superficial,
pills will do
Judging from your brief comments,
vou have had phlebitis (with or with
out thrombosis' for several years In
addition to the suggestions I made
above. you may need surgery to
remove or close the affected veins
You should seek help from your
family physician. who can coordinate
the tests you need esuch as X rays of
the veins' and call on specialists if
appropriate
DEAR DR GOTT There's a new
diet fad in our area. You buy capsule's
and tea from a dealer. taking one cap
sule 20 minute's before each meal and
a cup of tea each evening Your opm
ion. please
DEAR READER Don't do it. From
the additional information you supply.
see that the capsules contain willow
Is
bark and kelp, the tea is merely a pep
permint rosehip herbal beverage
Such ingredients will not help you to
d
iel en
certa yinoluy
ffw
epwtehieghwteighatno
lo
kese
if
did
lose.
You can best lose weight (and
maintain your shape) by reducing
calories. Cut down on fat and eliminate sugar, sweetsand alcohol.
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Health Matters

Expanded Program Meets _
Needs ofAging Population
Every day, more elderly
dults are finding the
l! panded services and
programs at Shared Care add
quality to their lives.
Shared Care is an adult
da) care program of MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
is partially funded through a
gr ant from the Purchase Area
DeAclopment District.. Which
means state reimbursement is
ai,ailahle for those who meet
state guidelines for age,
income and social needs.
The new program
ccumlinator, Susan Plunkett, is
licensed
practical
nurse with

a

discussions, appropriate
exercises, games and guest
speakers.
A staff of volunteers will
assist in the planned activities
for the participants. We do
have a need for volunteers."
said Plunkett. "No special
skills are required. Anyone
over 18 years old who can
assist with arts and crafts,
exercise, special activities and
field trips are encouraged to
contact the Share Care office.
We also have a need for those
who can come to just talk and
listen.

HARED CARE

nine years
experience

accommodate the trend of a
greater aging population,"said
hospital administrator Stuart
Poston.'The increase in older
Kentuckians has certainly
defined the need for this type
of program."
It provides supervised
activities in a group setting
which are enjoyable and
therapeutic to senior adults.
The program praticipants
will benefit from
individualized assessments
and activities to promote and
maintain their mental and
physical health," states Mt:0i

in

geriatrics.

Plunkett
brings new
opportunities
for client
services by being able to
provide medicallylicensed

AN ADULT DAY PROGRAM
OF MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

753-0576

supervision and increased
personal care.

The program repesents an
attractive option for older
adults who are limited in
activities and could benefit
from social interaction with
other older senior adults.
"Adult day care is another
way N1CC11 has responded to

Home Health Care Director
Lisa Payton. "The program
will also provide support,
respite, and education for frail
individuals and their families.
Services will include a
nutritiuos breakfast, hot lunch
and snacks, as well as
appropriate field trip offerings
of interest to the group.
Social and recreational
activities will include group

'[hose who arc
interested in enrollment,
considering being a Shared
Care volunteer, or needing
more information should
call 753-0576. Susan
Plunkett, LPN, will he glad
to answer any questions
Monday through Friday
from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Medical Explorer First Nighter
Tuesday, September 7
Hospital Third Floor Classroom
6:30 p.m.
Guest Speaker: Dr. Jon Gustafson, Neurologist

Discover the challenge of one of the most dynamic youth-run
programs in the nation -- Exploring. A branch of the Boy Scouts of
America, Exploring is a coeducational opportunity to get a first hand look
at professionals in action.
Students 14 to 21 years old who are interested in being in the
Medical Explorer Post 803 should attend an upcoming organizational
meeting of the group. The Explorer's First Nighter meeting is set for
September 7 at 6:30 p.m. in the hospital's third floor classroom.
As a Medical Explorer member,students get the opportunity to
meet and work with many medical and health professionals, as well as
participate in projects related to health careers. They work as observers
or volunteers in various dep,rtments at MCCH, participate in local
community events, tour other medical facilities, participate in CPR
classes and hear health professionals speak about their careers. The
local post also joins Explorers from Middle Tennessee for a ski trip and
annual regional meeting in Gatlinburg, TN.
r
Youth officers are elected by democratic process to lead and to
represent the post. Explorers frequently come together as a post to have
meetings and activities. During these gatherings, a post program is
decided upon and conducted by the post officers, and members, all with
the advice of the adult advisors. The post program is always invluenced
by six experience areas: career, citizenship, social, outdoor, service and
fitness.
Those attending the first fighter can meet the post officers, see
a slide show of Explorer activities and receive a brief outline of the
programs in coming months. The guest speaker at the meeting will be
Murray neurologist Dr. Jon Gustafson.

•

WeLendSupport
AttheimeesDiseaselnformation
Education Meeting
Tuesday, September 14
"Swallowing Disorders/Conanunication Sk9ls"
By Dixie Hopkins,M.&C.C.C.
Speech-Language Pathologist
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, September 28
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
For infommeon about Alzheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale, (502)
762-1100 or Joretta Randolph,(502) 753-5561.
Shared Care, Adult DayCare will sit with Alzheimer
vocbms while caregivers attend this meeting.
Call Susan Plunket, LPN at (502) 762-0576

CancerSupportGroup
Education Meeting
Tuesday,September?
Support Group
Tuesday, September 21
Hospital Private Dining Room
3 p.m.
Contact Nancy Rose. R N and Hospice Director
and Mary Linn. MSN and Cbnical Specialist
(502) 762-1100 ask operator to page

CardiacSupportGroup
Tuesday, September 14
"Open Discussion"
Shifty Lamb,Cardiac Rehab Coordinator
Hospital Board Room
10 a.m.
Contact Shirley Lamb,(502) 762-1170.

Stroke SupportGroup
Friday, September 17
2:00p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle. RN,or Dixie Hopkins.
speech pathologist. (502) 762-1100.

/4-14#41- -JI-A2RESS
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospitals Health Express will be
offering blood pressure, pulse. vision.
and glaucoma screenings at all of its
stops dunng the month of September
A Stool For Occult Blood Screening
Kit is also available for $4 This
screening detects blood in the stool
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages when
there are no symptoms of disease If
you are experiencing symptoms. you
should see your physician.
Wednesday, September 1
Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8 30-11 30 a m 81230-3pm

Thursday, September 2
Hazel
Dees Bank
9-11:30 a m
Midway
Wisehart s Grocery
12:30-3 p m.
Tuesday, September 7
Symsonia
Liberty Savings Bank
9-11.30 am

Hardin
Library
1-3 pm

'fr•
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Parkinson'sSupportGroup
Friday,September 24
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2:00p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Cal Done Hopkins, speedi pathologist or
Ann Ingle, RN . at(502)762-1100

CompassionaleFriands
Thursday, September 23
7:30p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Rebecca Churcti (5(12) 7E2-1274
or Hilda Bennett (901) 496-8324

BaraavementSupportGroup
Education Meeting
Tuesday,September 7
SupportGroup Meeting
Tuesday, September 21
4:30.8:30 p.m.
Education Unit,Cleseroom Z3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director.
(502) 762-1389.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
83011 30 a m &12303prn

Thursday, September 9
Aurora
Lakeland Wesley V. 'age
9-1.1:30 a m
Aurora
Harrington's Grocery
1-3 p.m
Monday, September 13
New Concord
Bobs Corner

10-11 30 a m
New Providence
Church of Christ
1-3 p.m
Tuesday, September 14
Paris
Wal-Mart
9-11 3O am 12 30-2 30 p m
Wednesday, September 15
Murray
Post Office
8 30-11 30 a m. 12 30-3 p m
Thursday, September 16
Aurora
Kenlake State Park
9-11 30 a m

Murray -- Hwy. 94 E
Duncan s Market
1-3 pm

LaryngectomeeSupportGroup
Friday,September 10
2:00p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN,or Dixie Hopkins.
speech pathologist, (502) 762-1103

Wednesday. September 8
Murray

Community events
Diabetes Bike-A-Thon
Saturday, September 11, 1993
8 a.m. till 5 p.m.
Cyclists will report to the west entrance of the

Curris Center at Murray State University for the
annual Diabetics Taking Control Bike-A-Thon
This fund-raiser promotes early detection of
diabetes and supports treatment of diagnosed
diabetics Participants may enter by paying an
entry fee or by acquinng Sponsors who comma to
a per-mile pledge for the bicyling participant
Sponsor sheets are available at Murray-

Calloway County Hospital,local schools,
Kmart, Spoke & Pedal and Wal-Mart.
For More information, contact Suzanne
Seeley, R.D. and Director of Nutrition at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

(502)762-1109.

41P.

Monday, September 20
Camden
Wal-Mart
9-11 30 a m 8 12 30-2 m
Tuesday, September 21
Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 30 a m
Lynn Grove
Crawford s Service Station
1-3 pm
Wednesday, September 22
Murray
Olympic Plaza
830-11 30 a m

Thursday, September 23
Murray
Weak s Community Center
Inside: 9-11:30 a.m.
Outside: 12:30-3 p.m.
Monday, September 27
Lynnville
Grocery 8 Grill
830-11 30 a m
In City
Grocery
1-3 p m
Tuesday, September 28
Murray
Calloway Co Publ,c Library
8 30-11 30 a m 8, 12 30- 1P

Thursday, September 30
Murray
Court Square
83011 30 a m 8 12:30-3 p.m.

Medical Explorer Post 803
First Nighter
Tuesday, September 7
6:30 p.m.

Hospital Education Unit
Students between the ages of 14 and 21 are
invited to experience a medical exploring program
and find out what medical exploring is all about at
this first meeting of the year Parents are also
welcome to attend
The guest speaker will be:
Dr.Jon Gustafson,Neurologist
For more information, call post advisor Kathy
Hodge at(502)762-1381

In KY dial: 1-800-342-MCCH
In TN dial: 1-800-544-MCCH
For Your FREE Physician Directory

Miracle Moments
Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
classes listed below Pre-registration is requiredfor all
classes andfees may be paid at theft's: class.
These classes are part ofa gift package valued at over
$200- which'is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment Plan
participants.
lfyou would like to receive this valuable gift package
and become a prepayment participant. stop by the
hospital admitting officefor complete details about the

program.
lJ)ni are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment participant. you are still welcome to attend the classes at thefees,
listed.
For class information and pre-registration, call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator.1(502) 762-1385.

Pre-registerfor:
•Prepared Childbirth Class ($35)
Option I. Mon September 13. 20. 27. October 4
Option 2: Thurs.. September 16. 23, 30, October 7
.7-9p.In
Hospital Education Unit
*Cesarean ilirth C7853: Wed. Sept. 22. 7-9pm 4151
Mottling Class: Sat.. September 25. 10-11 am.(Free)
OBefresher 1: Mon,September 20& 27. 7-9pm ($10)
-6Refresher II Thurs., September 23& 30, 7-9pm ($10)
1411rack Moments Maternity Unit Tour(Free)
IhMhwck Moment% Newsletter (Free)
•hfirack Moments Booklet (Free)

MURRAY

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502)762-1100
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